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ABSTRACT
QUNQUN YU: CURVE REGISTRATION AND HUMAN CONNECTOME
DATA.
(Under the direction of J. S. Marron and Kai Zhang.)
This dissertation consists of three main parts: the usefulness of principal nested spheres for
time warped functional data analysis, asymptotic study of the Fisher-Rao approach to time
warped curve registration, the Joint and Individual Variation Explained method for Human
Connectome Data.
There are often two important types of variation in functional data: the horizontal (or
phase) variation and the vertical (or amplitude) variation. These two types of variation have
been appropriately separated and modeled through a domain warping method (or curve regis-
tration) based on the Fisher-Rao metric. The first part focuses on the analysis of the horizontal
variation, captured by the domain warping functions. The square-root velocity function repre-
sentation transforms the manifold of the warping functions to a Hilbert sphere. Motivated by
recent results on manifold analogs of principal component analysis, we analyze the horizontal
variation via a Principal Nested Spheres approach. Compared with earlier approaches, such as
approximating tangent plane principal component analysis, this is seen to be an efficient and
interpretable approach to decompose the horizontal variation in both simulated and real data
examples.
The mathematical underpinnings of the Fisher-Rao curve registration are studied by a
consistency result for a signal that is observed under random warps, scaling and vertical trans-
lation. The signal estimator in the Fisher-Rao curve registration is known to be consistent.
The second part of this dissertation studies more asymptotic properties. The ultimate goal
is to compare available methods using rates of convergence. A challenging part is that closed
form solutions on the surface of the sphere are generally not available. We study a simple case
where the warps are piecewise linear warping functions. Points on the unit circle can represent
each warp and we find the explicit solution and study the asymptotic properties of the signal
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estimation. A class of metrics that share some good properties of the Fisher-Rao metric is also
studied.
A major goal in neuroscience is to understand the neural pathways underlying human
behavior. We introduce the recently developed Angle-based Joint and Individual Variation
Explained (AJIVE) method to the neuroscience community to simultaneously analyze imaging
and behavioral data from the Human Connectome Project. Motivated by recent computa-
tional and theoretical improvements in the AJIVE approach, we simultaneously explore the
joint and individual variation between and within imaging and behavioral data. In particular,
we demonstrate that AJIVE is an effective and efficient approach for integrating task fMRI
and behavioral variables using three examples: one example where task variation is strong, one
where task variation is weak and a reference case where the behavior is not directly related
to the image. These examples are provided to visualize the different levels of signal found in
the joint variation including working memory regions in the image data and accuracy and re-
sponse time from the in-task behavioral variables. Joint analysis provides insights not available
from conventional single block decomposition methods such as Singular Value Decomposition.
Additionally, the joint variation estimated by AJIVE appears to more clearly identify the work-
ing memory regions than Partial Least Squares (PLS), while Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA) gives grossly overfit results. The individual variation in AJIVE captures the behavior
unrelated signals such as a background activation that is spatially homogeneous and activation
in the default mode network. The information revealed by this individual variation is not ex-
amined in traditional methods such as CCA and PLS. We suggest that AJIVE can be used as
an alternative to PLS and CCA to improve estimation of the signal common to two or more
datasets and reveal novel insights into the signal unique to each dataset. We also investigate
an alternative to AJIVE which gives similar joint results as AJIVE, but with no information
about the individual variation.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Functional data analysis is a branch of statistics that works with information over curves,
surfaces or anything else varying over a continuum. There is a large literature on statistical
analysis of functions, such as Ramsay [1982], Kneip and Gasser [1992], Locantore et al. [1999].
A general overview of functional data analysis is provided by Ramsay and Silverman [2002]
and Ramsay and Silverman [2005]. Plenty of useful tools and methods are available, such
as Functional Principal Component Analysis (FPCA), with many important applications in a
wide variety of scientific fields.
A common phenomenon in functional data is that prominent features in the functions vary
in position from one sample to another, such as the timing variation of the adolescent growth
spurt in human growth velocity and acceleration curves (Ramsay and Silverman [2005], Marron
et al. [2015]), shown in Figure 1.1, based on data from the latter paper. In both panels, the
shapes of the cross-sectional means (red dashed) are poor representations of the shapes of the
sample curves (blue solid). The times of pubertal rapid growth vary from person to person
and this variation cause the mean to poorly reflect the true underlying growth pattern. This
positional, or phase, variation is called the horizontal variation. Another important component
of variability in functional data is the amplitude variation, or the vertical variation, such as the
height differences among the individuals. Srivastava et al. [2011] studied amplitude and phase
variation using equivalence classes. A good understanding of choosing the proper data object
can be obtained using the terminology of object oriented data analysis (OODA), introduced by
Wang and Marron [2007] and recently surveyed in Marron and Alonso [2014]. The data objects
are understood as the atoms of the analysis. The equivalence classes are the data objects in
Srivastava et al. [2011]. A curve registration overview is provided by Marron et al. [2015].
Chapter 2 is essentially the paper (Yu et al. [2017a]) and studies phase from the overview of
Fisher-Rao curve registration. It gives examples illustrating some shortcomings of conventional
FPCA and uses an improved method, Principal Nested Spheres (PNS, Jung et al. [2012]), for
the horizontal analysis, i.e. the analysis of the phase variation. In particular, the square-root
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Figure 1.1: Right: the growth velocity curves for ten girls’ height. Left: the acceleration curves of the
height. The blue dashed curves in both panels are the cross-sectional mean. The differencing
shapes of the means with the sample curves suggests phase and amplitude variation.
velocity functions of the horizontal variation stay on a non-Euclidean sphere and PNS provides
an efficient decomposition of the high-dimensional sphere. In curve registration contexts, there
is substantial room for improvement over conventional functional data analysis because, in those
traditional approaches, the functional data are analyzed under the L2 metric, which tends to
strongly focus on the vertical variation. The horizontal variation cannot be easily understood in
these vertical analyses. Srivastava et al. [2011] applied the Fisher-Rao metric to simultaneously
separate the phase and amplitude variation and to find the Karcher mean. The main purpose
of Chapter 2 is to find an improved method for the horizontal analysis. Considering the
special spherical structure of the horizontal variation (see Section 2.2 for details), we use an
approach involving PNS introduced by Jung et al. [2012]. Comparison with several other
popular approaches, such as the FPCA, suggests improved efficiency of PNS for horizontal
analysis. A toy example (Section 2.3) and a real data example of blood glucose time series
(Section 2.4) are used to illustrate the advantages of the PNS approach.
Chapter 3 studies the amplitude from the Fisher-Rao curve registration and it investigates
the theoretical properties of amplitude mean, i.e. the mean of the amplitudes, by studying its
convergence rate. In particular, when the observed curves fi = cig ◦ γi + ei, i = 1, 2, ..., n are a
true signal g under random warps γi ∈ Γ, scaling ci ∈ R+ and noise ei ∈ R, we observe that the
Fisher-Rao estimator is biased, while the amplitude mean is a consistent estimator for g. We
prove that the amplitude mean is gˆa = c¯g◦(γ−1)−1 + e¯ and its consistency is given in Srivastava
et al. [2011]. Chapter 3 aims to study additional asymptotic aspects of the amplitude mean and
compares it with related methods using convergence rate. It is obvious that the convergence
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rate of gˆa depends on c¯, γ−1 and e¯. The first and third of these means are the conventional
mean of scalars and their convergence rate are straightforward. However, the second mean, γ−1
is the Karcher mean of warps, from the transformation of the Karcher mean of their SRVFs on
the infinite unit sphere, and it generally has no closed form. Hence, we restrict our study to a
simple toy example, where the explicit form of the amplitude mean is derived by discretizing
the warps. In this case, we compare the amplitude mean with the conventional cross-sectional
mean and with an estimate based on landmark curve registration by studying their consistency
and convergence rates. Chapter 3 also extends the Fisher-Rao metric to a class of metrics with
properties of warp invariance and null identifiability, i.e. the optimal warp to align a curve to
any multiple is the identity γid. In particular, we focus on a family of transformations, General
Root-Derivative (GRD) transformations. We compare two transformations, SRVF and the new
Square Root of Derivative of Squared (SRDS), in the family. We prove that this transformation
is also bijective and the SRDS estimator (transform of the Karcher mean in the SRDS space)
is consistent, which is preferable to the biased Fisher-Rao estimator.
Chapter 4 is substantially another paper (Yu et al. [2017b]) and focuses on developing
methods to integrate neuroimaging and behavioral data from the Human Connectome Project
(HCP), whose primary goal is to characterize the neural pathways that underlie brain function
and behavior in healthy young adults (Van Essen et al. [2013]). To elucidate the relationship
between brain function and behavior, we simultaneously analyze both task functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) and behavioral variables. Some of these behavioral variables
are measured at the time of task performance. Others are from the NIH toolbox, Penn Com-
puterized Neurocognitive Battery and other tests that characterize a range of motor, sensory,
cognitive and emotional processes. Chapter 4 uses an improved method for integrating imag-
ing and behavioral data over the traditional Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and Partial
Least Squares (PLS) to study activation patterns. Motivated by recent results on integrating
different datasets, we use the Angle-based Joint and Individual Variation Explained (AJIVE)
method (Lock et al. [2013], Feng et al. [2015]). AJIVE is an approach to explore two different
types of variation: joint variation across different data blocks and individual variation that is
unique to each data block. We demonstrate the usefulness of AJIVE in three examples. In
the first two examples, the imaging data is the task fMRI from a working memory designed
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task, but with different levels of working memory related variation. In the third example, the
imaging data is fMRI driven by a motor task. The behavioral data in all examples is the same
and contains some working memory task-related variables, but none of the motor task-related
variables. Thus, the imaging and behavioral data are very strongly, highly, and weakly re-
lated in these three examples and the results show the corresponding different levels of working
memory related signals in the joint component, indicating AJIVE is a powerful multivariate
statistical method for jointly analyzing imaging and behavior data. In addition, we study a
new approach score CCA, applying CCA on the scores from SVD. The results of this method
are similar to AJIVE joint component.
4
CHAPTER 2: Principal Nested Spheres for Horizontal Variation
2.1 Function Alignment Based on the Fisher-Rao Metric
A useful approach to horizontal analysis is through the idea of elastic functions. Some
pioneering work in this area includes Cameron [1983], Hardle and Marron [1990], Ramsay
and Li [1998], Gervini and Gasser [2004], Liu and Mueller [2004], Kneip and Ramsay [2008],
Tang and Mueller [2008]. The basic idea is to first separate the vertical and the horizontal
variation through function alignment, or curve registration. In particular, consider a collection
of functions fi(t), i = 1, 2, ..., n in F = {f | f is absolutely continuous on[0, 1]} (if the domain
is not [0, 1], consider a linear transformation that maps the domain to [0, 1]), having both
vertical and horizontal variation, such as the bimodal functions shown in Figure 2.1 (left).
Let Γ be the set of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of the unit interval [0, 1] : Γ =
{γ : [0, 1] → [0, 1]| γ(0) = 0, γ(1) = 1 and γ is a diffeomorphism}, where a diffeomorphism
refers to a bijective differentiable function whose inverse is also differentiable. If functions
fi(t), i = 1, 2, ..., n are well aligned by warping the domain properly, then the horizontal and
the vertical variation can be separately captured by the domain warping functions γi(t) ∈ Γ
and the resulting aligned functions fi(γi(t)), respectively. For this toy example, such a set of
warping functions and the corresponding aligned functions are shown in the middle and right
panels respectively (details about finding those warping functions are discussed later). Then,
the horizontal analysis can be done by studying those warping functions.
A crucial step in the function alignment is to find appropriate domain warping functions.
Consider two functions f1 and f2. Most of the past approaches involve solving infγ∈Γ ‖f1 −
(f2 ◦ γ)‖ to align f2 to f1, where ‖ · ‖ is the standard L2 metric, i.e. ‖f‖ = (
∫ 1
0 |f(t)|2dt)1/2.
However, this criterion is problematic, since the objective function is not symmetric in the
sense that aligning f1 to f2 leads to a different optimal minimum. To illustrate this point,
Figure 2.2, similar to Figure 8 in Marron et al. [2015], shows a simple example of aligning
two step functions. It is seen that aligning f2 to f1 (middle) and aligning f1 to f2 (right)
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Figure 2.1: Left: A toy example of bimodal functions with big horizontal variation. The color reflects
the order of the horizontal positions of the peaks. Middle: The domain warping functions
to align the functions based on the Fisher-Rao metric. Right: The aligned functions. A
common color scheme is used in each panel using rainbow color in order of amount of warp.
are different under the L2 metric. The difference between the horizontally hatched blue area
in Panel (2, 2) and the vertically hatched pink area in Panel (2, 3) indicates that the two
corresponding objective functions ‖f1 − (f2 ◦ γ)‖ and ‖(f1 ◦ γ) − f2‖ are not equal. This
is because the L2 metric is not invariant under re-parameterization, or domain warping. In
particular, ‖f1 − f2‖ 6= ‖f1 ◦ γ − f2 ◦ γ‖. Srivastava et al. [2011] considers a more appropriate
metric in the quotient space F/Γ. The rest of this section is a review of the curve registration
method proposed in that paper. The quotient space F/Γ is the set of equivalence classes (or
orbits) of the types [f ] = {(f ◦ γ)|γ ∈ Γ}. The metric on this quotient space motivates us
to change our data object from f in F to the equivalence class [f ] in this quotient space. A
good understanding of choosing the proper data object can be obtained using the terminology
of object oriented data analysis (OODA), introduced by Wang and Marron [2007] and recently
surveyed in Marron and Alonso [2014]. The data objects are understood as the atoms of the
analysis. In this section, the data objects are the equivalence classes and a useful metric defined
on the quotient space is the Fisher-Rao metric. See Srivastava et al. [2011] for definition and
relevant theory. This metric is derived from a Riemannian metric first introduced by Rao [1945].
A nice property of the Fisher-Rao metric is that it is warping-invariant. In fact, Cencov [1982]
(Chapter 2) proved that it is the only metric in the tangent space of F that has this property.
Thus, we use the Fisher-Rao metric to align functions for the purpose of the horizontal analysis.
Direct calculations based on the Fisher-Rao metric are challenging. In practice, a convenient
square-root velocity function (SRVF) representation, i.e. transforming the function f(t) to
ψ(t) = f˙(t)√
|f˙(t)|
, simplifies the Fisher-Rao framework and the SRVF of f ◦ γ, denoted as (ψ, γ),
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Figure 2.2: The problem with L2 metric alignment. The top left panel shows two step functions f1
(solid red) and f2 (dashed blue). The four right p anels show that warping f2 to f1 (middle)
is different from warping f1 to f2 (right) under the L2 metric. The top two panels show
the warping functions, while the bottom two panels show the aligned functions. Better than
either is the Fisher-Rao alignment shown in the bottom left panel, where the black dotted
line indicates the Karcher mean function.
is given by: ψ˜(t) =
d
dt
(f◦γ)(t)√
| d
dt
(f◦γ)(t)|
= (ψ ◦ γ)(t)√γ˙(t). The orbit of an SRVF ψ ∈ L2 is given by:
[ψ] = closure{(ψ, γ)|γ ∈ Γ} = closure{(ψ ◦ γ)√γ˙|γ ∈ Γ}. Let S denote the set of all such
orbits. Under the SRVF representation, the Fisher-Rao metric becomes the standard L2 metric,
i.e, dFR(f1, f2) = ||ψ1−ψ2||, where ψ1 and ψ2 are the SRVFs corresponding to f1 and f2. Thus,
standard statistical tools for the L2 space, such as mean, covariance and principal components,
can be used. The Karcher mean of the given SRVF orbits {[ψi]} in the space S is defined as a
local minimum of the sum of squares of elastic distance: [u]n = argmin[ψ]∈S
∑n
i=1 d([ψ], [ψi])
2 =
argmin[ψ]∈S
∑n
i=1 infγ∈Γ||ψ − (ψi, γ)||. Then, we get a representative u in the orbit [u]n with
respect to the SRVFs ψi, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Warp ψi to u by γi = argminγ∈Γ ||u − (ψi, γ)||. The
aligned functions of fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n are f˜i = fi ◦ γi and the Karcher mean of fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n
is the transformation of u. Please refer to Section 3.1.1 and Srivastava et al. [2011] for more
details about the computation of Fisher-Rao curve registration. As an example of function
alignment based on the Fisher-Rao metric, the warping functions (middle) for the toy data
(left) in Figure 2.1 are found by an automatic and unsupervised approach based on this metric,
proposed by Srivastava et al. [2011].
The differentiation part of Fisher-Rao alignment means that it is more strongly impacted
by high noise levels than other approaches. But the trade-off is that we achieve much better
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peak alignment than these other methods can. In situations where the noise is so high that
many randomly located spurious peaks appear, peak alignment may not be a useful thing to
do, so other methods are expected to be more effective. However, the results in Section 2.4
indicate good performance even in a moderately high noise, real data context, and Srivastava
et al. [2011] show many more.
2.2 PNS for Spherical Structure of Horizontal SRVFs
In the above section, we found the SRVF representation to be very useful for replacing
the Fisher-Rao metric in the quotient space F/Γ with the L2 metric in the space S. In this
section, we find that SRVF presents a major challenge, which is that it transforms the manifold
of the warping functions to a Hilbert sphere. As in Section 2.1, consider a set of functions fi,
i = 1, 2, ..., n and let γi ∈ Γ be a warping function for fi. Then the SRVF ψi of the warping
function γi, referred to later as the horizontal SRVF, can be written as
√
γ˙i. Noting that
‖ψi‖2 =
∫ 1
0 ψi(t)
2dt =
∫ 1
0 γ˙i(t)dt = γi(1) − γi(0) = 1, these horizontal SRVFs naturally lie on
the surface of a Hilbert unit sphere. More precisely, since γi is a diffeomorphism, the SRVFs
stay in the positive orthant of a Hilbert unit sphere.
Inspired by the spherical structure of the horizontal SRVFs, we use the PNS method for
horizontal analysis. Introduced by Jung et al. [2012], PNS is an extension of PCA for curved
manifolds, especially for high dimensional spheres. To understand PNS, it is useful to think of
PCA in terms of a nested series of approximating hyperplanes. For k = 1, ..., d, the hyperplane
of dimension k is the best approximating hyperplane of the data, and is given by the plane
through the mean, in the direction of the first k eigenvectors. From dimension k, the plane of
dimension k − 1 can be found by simply removing the k-th eigenvector. It can also be defined
as the minimizer, over hyperplanes of dimension k − 1, of the sum of squared residuals of the
k-dimensional projections onto the k−1 dimensional plane. Note that the rank k−1 PC scores
are the resulting signed residuals. This characterization of PCA gives a clear view of PNS,
which is a nested series of sub-spheres of decreasing dimension, which similarly are each good
approximations of the data. Now this idea is extended to data on the unit d-sphere, which is
the set of unit vectors in Rd. Given projections onto the sub-sphere of dimension k, a best
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fitting subsphere of dimension k − 1 is found to minimize the sum of squared arc lengths to
the projections onto the lower dimensional sphere. At each step, the signed arc lengths give
the corresponding PNS scores. This method uses a backward approach, which starts with the
high dimensional sphere and iteratively finds the best fitting subsphere of one dimension lower.
See Damon and Marron [2014] for more discussion of backwards PCA. It has been shown in
a number of cases that PNS can provide more effective analysis of manifold data than many
other analogous approaches. See Pizer et al. [2013] for a very effective use of PNS in the study
of 3D shapes.
For comparison purposes, another popular approach to data lying in curved manifolds,
Principal Geodesic Analysis (PGA) proposed by Fletcher et al. [2004], is also investigated in
this chapter. Unlike PNS, it is a forward approach, starting with the Karcher mean. In the
following horizontal analyses, the Karcher mean refers to the representer defined in Definition
3 of Srivastava et al. [2011]. PGA approximates the spherical surface by a tangent hyperplane
centered at the Karcher mean. By performing PCA on this tangent plane, PGA finds the
principal geodesics (i.e. great spheres) passing through the mean that best fit the data.
In contrast to PGA, the PNS method finds the best fitting subsphere regardless of whether
it is a great sphere or not. As noted in Jung et al. [2012], a great subsphere of a high dimensional
sphere is the intersection of the high dimensional sphere and a hyperplane which passes through
the center point of the sphere and is a natural extension of the concept of great circle in high
dimensional space. When the major variance is non-geodesic, PNS tends to find the best-fitting
small spheres instead of only great spheres. Thus, when the data variability on the sphere is big
enough, the PNS can give a much more effective decomposition of this variability than PGA.
On the other hand, if the data variability is small, the PNS method does not improve much
over the PGA method. This is because in this case the data do not have much curvature and
can be approximated by a tangent plane well enough. In the following discussion, we focus on
examples with big horizontal variation.
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2.3 Horizontal Analyses
This section compares different horizontal analyses of the toy example in Figure 2.1 (left),
where the functions have big horizontal variation and the PNS method gives very useful im-
provement over PGA.
Figure 2.3 (left) visualizes the pure horizontal shifts of the peaks for this toy example,
which shows warps of the Karcher mean function (red curve in the right panel) by the Fisher-
Rao warping functions in Figure 2.1 (middle). These functions will be referred to later as the
horizontally shifted functions, denoted by hi, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
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Figure 2.3: Left: Horizontal variation of the toy example in Figure 2.1 (left). The color reflects the
order of the horizontal positions of the peaks. Right: The Karcher mean function (red solid
line) and the cross-sectional mean (blue dashed line). The same rainbow color is used here
as in Figure 2.1.
OODA provides a useful framework for studying and comparing the several options that
are available as representatives of horizontal variation. In this study, the original data objects
are functions. There are three potential candidate data objects for horizontal analysis that are
studied in this section: the horizontally shifted functions hi, the warping functions γi and the
horizontal SRVFs ψi. Oriented by the need to choose among these candidate data objects, four
different horizontal analyses have been performed on the toy data:
(1) H-PCA: FPCA of the horizontally shifted functions hi;
(2) E-PCA: FPCA of the warping functions γi;
(3) S-PGA: PGA of the horizontal ψi;
(4) S-PNS: PNS of the horizontal ψi.
The first two approaches, using the conventional FPCA, are discussed in Section 2.3.1. The
latter two manifold approaches, motivated by the spherical structure of the horizontal SRVFs,
are discussed in Section 2.3.2. Section 2.4 compares some of these approaches on a blood
10
glucose data set. Section 2.5 summarizes the comparison of these four approaches.
2.3.1 Conventional FPCA
An intuitive way to understand the horizontal variation of the toy data is to analyze either
the horizontally shifted functions hi or the warping functions γi. As FPCA is one of the most
widely used statistical tools for functional data analysis, this section discusses both H-PCA
and E-PCA. It is seen that H-PCA is rarely a good option for horizontal analysis.
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Figure 2.4: Horizontal analyses of the toy data. The color is consistent with that in the first panel
in Figure 2.3. From the left column to the right: H-PCA, E-PCA, S-PGA, S-PNS. Each
column shows the first two components of each analysis. Note that successive improvement
in quality of data representation and signal compression are shown.
2.3.1.1 H-PCA
When there is a large amount of horizontal variation, H-PCA is strongly impacted in two
ways. First, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2.3, H-PCA is centered at the cross-sectional
mean which is a poor notion of centerpoint. In particular, that blue dashed line does not
show bimodal structure, which is an important characteristic of each member of the data set.
Second, H-PCA gives a hard to interpret impression of the major modes of variation in the data
set, as shown in the left two panels of Figure 2.4. In particular, the natural strong (intuitively
low dimensional) horizontal variation in the data is spread across the PCA spectrum, because
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this type of variation is strongly non-linear in the PCA sense. Therefore, H-PCA is not an
appropriate approach for horizontal analysis.
2.3.1.2 E-PCA
E-PCA gives an eigenanalysis of the warping functions γi, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Each component
gives a mode of variation in that space. It can be challenging to interpret such plots in
terms of their implications about the horizontal variation. Better interpretation comes from
transforming the decomposition of the warping functions into the original function space, i.e.
warping the Karcher mean function by the E-PC projections. The second column of Figure 2.4
shows the first two transformed E-PC projections for the toy example. These two components
provide a much more useful summary of the apparent horizontal variation in the raw data than
the previous ones from the H-PCA (first column). The first component reflects the horizontal
shifts of the peaks, while the second one is about the horizontal distance between the two
peaks.
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Figure 2.5: A toy example to illustrate the potential problem of E-PCA. The first panel: A set of
two-dimensional warping functions γi, each determined by γi(1/3) and γi(2/3). The second
panel: The scatter plot of γi(1/3) and γi(2/3) (black circles), the E-PC1 direction (red
line) of these points and the S-PNS1 curve (blue curve). The red crosses indicate the E-
PC1 projections above the black diagonal line, and the cyan diamonds indicate the E-PC1
projections below the line. The blue curve of S-PNS1 projections remains in the positive
orthant. The third panel: The projected curve visualization of those E-PC1 projections.
Note that the cyan curves are not bijective, i.e. not valid warping functions. The fourth
panel: The projected curve visualization of the S-PNS1 projections. These projections stay
in the space Γ.
However, this approach has a serious weakness. That is, the PC projection of a warping
function is not necessarily bijective, and thus, not a warping function. In other words, the E-
PCA can leave the space Γ of warping functions. To illustrate this, Figure 2.5 shows the FPCA
of a set of simple two-dimensional warping functions γi (left panel), each of which is determined
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by two values, γi(1/3) and γi(2/3). It is seen in the middle two panels that some of the E-
PC1 projections (cyan) have a decreasing part, i.e. γi(1/3) > γi(2/3). Warping the Karcher
mean function with these non-warping E-PC projections is problematic. Computationally, this
causes the wiggly right end of the yellow and the red functions in Panel (1, 2) of Figure 2.4.
This problem can be avoided using the S-PNS method. The blue curve in the second panel in
Figure 2.5 shows the nonlinear path of the S-PNS1 projections. Note that this curve remains
entirely in the positive orthant. This is also seen in the fourth panel. In particular, these
S-PNS1 projections are all proper warps.
2.3.2 Analyses on SRVF Manifold
The following analyses avoid the problem shown in Section 2.3.1.2, by appropriately using
the spherical structure of the horizontal SRVFs ψi. The idea is to first decompose the variability
of the spherical SRVFs and then transform the projections of the SRVF components back to
the warping function space Γ using the formula γξ(t) =
∫ t
0 ξ(t)
2dt, where ξ is a point on
the SRVF sphere. It can be easily checked that γξ ∈ Γ. Finally, the decomposition of the
horizontal variation of the original functions can be obtained via warping the Karcher mean
function with the transformed SRVF projections. The following discussion shows how manifold
approaches, especially the S-PNS approach, can provide a more efficient decomposition for
horizontal analysis than the conventional FPCA.
2.3.2.1 S-PGA
The third column in Figure 2.4 shows the first two components of the horizontal variation in
the toy data, based on the S-PGA analysis. Compared with the H-PCA results (first column),
this approach gives a much better decomposition of the horizontal variation. At first glance,
the S-PGA decomposition (third column) looks similar to E-PCA (second column). But a close
look shows some distortion in the lower right of the red curves, and the purple curves moving
out of the plot window because the corresponding warps have left the positive orthant.
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2.3.2.2 S-PNS
The first two components of the horizontal variation in the toy data based on S-PNS
are shown in the fourth column in Figure 2.4. Results from this decomposition give more
signal compression than those from the previous analyses. The first component simultaneously
captures both the mode of peak location and the mode of distance between peaks. Thus,
the two components previously needed are now reduced to essentially one. Among the four
panels in the first row, these S-PNS1 projections explain the horizontal variation of the original
bimodal functions best, as they are almost identical to the raw horizontal warps of the Karcher
mean, shown in the left panel of Figure 2.3. Very little variability is left for the second S-PNS
component to explain. This suggests that the horizontal variability is almost one dimensional
in some nonlinear sense, which is consistent with the fact that the warping function γi in this
toy example can be summarized by a single parameter ai. In particular, these were generated
as γi(t) =
eait−1
eai−1 , for ai ∈ [−5, 5].
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Figure 2.6: Visualization of S-PNS1 and E-PC1 scores in the 3-d space generated by the E-PC1, E-PC2
and E-PC3 directions for the toy example. Stars are the E-PC1, E-PC2, E-PC3 scores,
squares are the E-PC1 projections and circles are the S-PNS1 projections. Same rainbow
color scheme as in Figure 2.1 is used. This plot shows S-PNS1 give a much better 1-
dimensional representation than E-PC1, of the population of warps in this 3-d space.
For further insight of this type, Figure 2.6 compares S-PNS1 and E-PC1 scores in the
3-d space generated by the E-PC1, E-PC2 and E-PC3 directions. The stars are the scores
of the warping functions in Figure 2.1. The squares are the projections of the stars onto E-
PC1, corresponding to the curves shown in the Panel (1, 2) in Figure 2.4, in this 3-d space.
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The circles are the S-PNS1 projections, corresponding to the curves shown in the Panel (1,
4) in Figure 2.4. In this 3-d space, we can clearly see that S-PNS1 gives a much better one
dimensional representation of the original warps than E-PC1. Matlab scripts for generating this
toy example, and for analysis using the S-PNS method are provided on Marron’s homepage.
2.4 Blood Glucose Example
We now apply E-PCA and S-PNS to study phase and amplitude variation in Continuous
Glucose Monitoring (CGM) data in the management of type 1 diabetes in young children aged
4 - 9 years Mauras et al. [2012]. H-PCA is not shown because of its inferior performance in
Section 2.3.1.1 and S-PGA is not also explicitly shown here because it is similar to E-PCA. A
CGM device makes glucose measurements every few minutes (usually 5 or 10) every day. Our
data objects are the curves formed by the measurements for each day for each patient. The
number of days per patient ranges from 12 to 391. Both the height and timing of the glucose
peaks and valleys (amplitude and phase variation) are vital for diabetics. In this section, we
compare the performances of E-PCA and S-PNS on the horizontal phase variation and our
results will show that S-PNS1 explains much more variation than E-PC1, consistent with the
previous toy example.
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Figure 2.7: Study of effect of interpolation. Left panel shows the original blood glucose curves over
59 days for one subject. Middle panel shows the application of linear interpolation to the
data in the left panel. The right panel is a close-up of the interpolation of the red curve
(chosen as a challenging case) on the left by the blue curve in the middle showing that the
interpolation captures major shape aspects of the curve.
There were 146 children in this study. We looked at multiple children at multiple time
windows and we chose the CGM curves for one representative child (in the sense of median
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PC1 score) in the night time window 00:00:00 - 07:00:00 over days as our data objects, shown in
the left panel of Figure 2.7. Missing values in the CGM data are an important challenge. First,
to avoid boundary interpolation problems, we excluded the days that had no measurement
within 10 minutes of the start or the end. To give the data curves a common set of time points,
we applied linear interpolation to the regular grid points (00:10:00, 00:20:00, ..., 07:00:00) in the
time window 00:00:00 - 07:00:00 (a time window of particular interest) over days. To reduce the
gap between the true blood glucose levels and the estimated blood glucose levels introduced by
the linear interpolation, we excluded the days having any pairwise empty interval bigger than
25 minutes. The middle panel in Figure 2.7 shows the interpolated curves. The red curve in the
left panel is one original curve, visually chosen as a challenging case to interpolate. The blue
curve in the middle panel is the corresponding interpolated version. The right panel focuses
on the quality of the interpolation by zooming in on those two curves. The blue curve reduces
the sharp corners of the red one, but doesn’t distort the overall shape of the data, which can
also be seen by the fact that the left panel and middle panel look similar to each other. Hence,
the following analysis is based on the interpolated data in Figure 2.7.
2.4.1 Phase and Amplitude Separation
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Figure 2.8: Phase and Amplitude Separation. (a): Warping functions. (b): Vertical variation. (c):
Karcher mean derived by Fisher-Rao curve registration showing three distinct peaks. (d):
Horizontal variation obtained via warping the Karcher mean by the inverse of the warping
functions. These show both strong vertical (b) and horizontal (d) variation.
In order to compare the performance of E-PCA and S-PNS on horizontal variation of the
blood glucose example, we first applied Fisher-Rao curve registration to separate horizontal
and vertical variation on the interpolated curves in Figure 2.7. The first panel of Figure 2.8
shows the warping functions. The second panel shows the aligned functions which represent a
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large amount of vertical variation. Note most curves have been aligned with 3 common peaks.
The third panel is the Karcher mean of the interpolated curves showing the same 3 peaks. The
last one gives a more interpretable view of the horizontal variation obtained via warping the
Karcher mean by the inverse of the warping functions. This highlights the horizontal variation
in the 3 peaks. There is interesting variation in the timing of these peaks, which is studied
more deeply in next section.
2.4.2 E-PCA vs S-PNS of Horizontal variation
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Figure 2.9: Horizontal variation analyses: The first column is the horizontal variation shown in the
original space. These curves are the same as in the right panel in Figure 2.8, but with colors
in the order of S-PNS1 scores, used in all the plots. The upper right three panels are the first
three components of the transformed E-PC projections. The lower panels are the S-PNS
analysis. These show S-PNS explains more variation with fewer components than E-PCA.
In Figure 2.9, the upper left panel shows the horizontal variation using a rainbow color
scheme (purple, blue, cyan, green, yellow, red) in the order of S-PNS1 scores. The upper
second to fourth panels show the transformed E-PC projections using E-PCA with the same
color scheme. E-PC1 captures an overall timing effect, E-PC2 feels the slope from second peak
to third peak and E-PC3 is driven by the width of the third peak. The lower panels are the
first three components of the horizontal variation based on S-PNS. In comparison to E-PC1,
S-PNS1 also contains a similar overall timing effect. But it feels additional variation in terms of
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the slope from the second peak to the third peak, which drove E-PC2, indicated by the different
shapes of the curves, and it shows the width of the third peak, seen in E-PC3. S-PNS2 is driven
by the location of the third peak, which is split between E-PC2 and E-PC3. S-PNS3 shows
relatively less variation because the first two components have already explained most of the
interesting variation.
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Figure 2.10: Equally spaced S-PNS1 projections using similar rainbow colors. This equal spacing of
coefficients allows better interpretation of this mode of variation.
To better understand the mode of variation explained in the S-PNS1 projections, we replace
the randomly spaced data scores by an equally spaced grid of coefficients from the smallest S-
PNS1 score to the largest and show the resulting S-PNS1 projections in Figure 2.10. We can
clearly see the timing effect, the effect of slope from the second peak to the third peak from
E-PC2 and the third peak’s width effect from E-PC3 simultaneously. S-PNS2 contains the
timing of the third peak, an important part of E-PC2. The main point is that S-PNS explains
much more variation with fewer components than E-PCA, i.e. gives a more efficient data
representation.
Figure 2.11 provides a 3D plot of S-PNS1 and E-PC1 in the space of E-PC1, E-PC2, E-
PC3 in the same format as Figure 2.6. The stars are the scores of the warping functions shown
in the left panel in Figure 2.8. The squares are the projections of the stars onto the E-PC1
direction, corresponding to the curves shown in the upper second panel of Figure 2.9, in this
3-d space. The black line shows the E-PC1 direction going through the mean, i.e. the best
1-d linear approximation of the data. The circles are the S-PNS1 projections, corresponding
to the curves in the lower second panel in Figure 2.9. The black curve shows the best S-
PNS 1-dimensional approximation of the data, using a linear interpolation through the points
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corresponding to the curves in Figure 2.10. The same rainbow color in the order of S-PNS1
scores is used everywhere in this plot. The stars are more close to the S-PNS1 curve than
the E-PC1 curve, which indicates S-PNS1 captures more variation and better represents the
original data in this 3-d space. This shows that S-PNS1 essentially has much greater flexibility
to allow modelling with a richer nonlinear one dimensional mode of variation.
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Figure 2.11: Visualization of S-PNS1 and E-PC1 scores in the 3-d space generated by the E-PC1, E-
PC2 and E-PC3 directions for the blood glucose data: Stars are the E-PC1, E-PC2, E-PC3
scores, squares are the E-PC1 projections and circles are the S-PNS1 projections. Rainbow
color in the order of S-PNS1 scores is used. This plot shows S-PNS1 gives a better one
dimensional representation of the original data in this 3-d space.
2.5 Conclusions
This chapter aimed at finding an appropriate method for horizontal analysis of functional
data, where the horizontal variation is separated from the vertical variation using a domain-
warping method based on the Fisher-Rao metric. Four different approaches, including two
conventional FPCA approaches (H-PCA and E-PCA) and two manifold approaches based on
the spherical structure of the horizontal SRVFs (S-PGA and S-PNS), have been applied to a toy
example and two of these (E-PCA and S-PNS) have been applied to the blood glucose example
for comparison. The manifold approaches are generally better than the FPCA approaches,
and S-PNS works the best in terms of both the signal compression and the interpretability
of the results. As a conclusion, we suggest using the S-PNS approach for horizontal analysis,
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especially when the horizontal variability is large.
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CHAPTER 3: Asymptotic study and variations of Fisher-Rao curve registration
This chapter focuses on the theoretical properties of the Fisher-Rao curve registration
developed by Srivastava et al. [2011]. Readers are referred to Section 2.1 for a brief introduction
to this method. That paper established the consistency of the Fisher-Rao curve registration.
In this chapter, we further study the limiting distribution and optimality of the Fisher-Rao
approach. One major challenge is the lack of a closed form of the intrinsic mean on the surface
of the sphere. To study this problem, Section 3.1 studies a toy example, where the warps are
piecewise linear functions with a single knot at 12 . In Section 3.2, motivated by the advantages
of the Fisher-Rao metric over the L2 metric when registering a function to its multiples, we
found a class of metrics that have invariance properties comparable to the Fisher-Rao metric.
3.1 Asymptotic study of Fisher-Rao curve registration
Model 3.1. Suppose there is a template g and the observed curves fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n are the
functional compositions of the template subject to some random warps, random scaling and
random noise, i. e.
fi = ci(g ◦ γi) + ei, i = 1, 2, ..., n, (3.1)
where g ∈ F is the unknown template, and for i = 1, 2, ..., n, ci ∈ R+ are the random scalings,
γi are the random warps and the ei are random noise.
Srivastava et al. [2011] find conditions under which the cross-sectional mean of aligned
functions, i.e. 1n
∑n
i=1 f˜i, is a consistent estimator of the template g. As in Section 1, we call
this the amplitude mean denoted as gˆa. On the other hand, the Fisher-Rao estimator, i.e. the
transformation of the Karcher mean in the SRVF space back to the F space is an inconsistent
estimator as shown in Section 3.1.2. Section 3.1.1 gives further details of the procedures of the
Fisher-Rao curve registration method for this model.
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3.1.1 Fisher Rao curve registration of the model
An explicit form of the amplitude mean for model (3.1) doesn’t seem to exist in the litera-
ture, but it is desirable for investigating further asymptotic properties. Thus, such an explicit
form is provided in this section by revisiting the steps of the Fisher-Rao approach. The essential
ideas include studying the equivalence classes of the samples fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n and transforming
the Fisher-Rao metric in the quotient space to the L2 metric by the SRVF representation. See
Srivastava et al. [2011] for underlying theoretical support.
STEP 1. Let [fi], i = 1, 2, ..., n be the equivalence classes of fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n and [qi], i =
1, 2, ..., n be the corresponding SRVF orbits introduced in Section 2.1. This step is to consider
the Karcher mean in the SRVF orbit space, i.e. the Karcher mean of [qi], i = 1, 2, ..., n . The
definition of this Karcher mean in the orbit space is provided in Section 2.1. It is shown that
this Karcher mean is [µ] = [s¯qg], where s¯ =
1
n
∑n
i=1
√
ci. For the convenience of writing, the
factor of s¯ is temporarily suppressed.
Figure 3.1: Step 2: Find the center of [µ] with respect to the set {qi, i = 1, 2, ..., n}. It starts with any
element µ in [µ], warps the sample SRVF to this µ and the corresponding optimal warps are
γi, i = 1, 2, ..., n. The true center of the orbit is µ warping by the inverse of Karcher mean
of the optimal warps.
STEP 2. After obtaining the Karcher mean [µ] in the orbit space, the second step is to
find a representative in the orbit which serves as the center of [µ] with respect to the samples
qi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, shown in Figure 3.1. This center is defined as follows. An element u˜ in [µ]
is called the center of the orbit if the warping functions {γi = argminγ∈Γ||u˜ − (qi, γ)||, i =
1, 2, ..., n} have Karcher mean γid. The concept of Karcher mean of the warping functions is
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nontrivial and will be explained later. We shall focus on understanding the steps of Fisher-Rao
curve registration at the current stage. Figure 3.1 outlines a way to find the center of [µ]. First
choose any element µ = (qg, γ0) in [µ], where γ0 is any warping function. Then warp qi to µ.
Note that qi =
√
ci(qg, γi), so the warping function γ˜i = argminγ ||(qi, γ)−µ||2 = γ−1i ◦ γ0. Let
γ−1 be the Karcher mean of γ−11 , γ
−1
2 , ..., γ
−1
n and γn be the Karcher mean of γ˜1, γ˜2, ..., γ˜n. It
is shown there that
γn = (γ
−1
i ◦ γ0) = γ−1 ◦ γ0
and
µn = (µ, γn
−1) = ((qg, γ0), (γ−1 ◦ γ0)−1)
=((qg, γ0), γ
−1
0 ◦ (γ−1)−1) = (qg, (γ−1)−1)
(3.2)
is the center of [µ] w.r.t qi, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
STEP 3. Now we have the Karcher mean µn = (qg, (γ−1)−1) in the SRVF space. Warping
the SRVF samples qi, i = 1, 2, ..., n to this mean, we get the warping functions γ
∗
i = γ
−1
i ◦
(γ−1)−1, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then go back to the original function space, and align the functions
fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n using the warping functions derived in the SRVF space, i. e.
f˜i = fi ◦ γ∗i
= cig ◦ γ ◦ γ∗i + ei ◦ γ∗i
= cig ◦ γ0 ◦ γ−10 ◦ (γ−1)−1 + ei
= cig ◦ (γ−1)−1 + ei
(3.3)
The amplitude mean is the cross-sectional mean of these aligned functions, i. e.
gˆa = f˜i = cg ◦ (γ−1)−1 + e,
where the c is the sample mean of c1, c2, ..., cn and e is the sample mean of e1, e2, ..., en. For
more detailed computational algorithms, please refer to Srivastava et al. [2011].
We now explain an important concept, the Karcher mean of warps, which appeared in
both STEP 2 and STEP 3. As stated in Section 2.2, the SRVFs of the warps stay on the
non-negative orthant of the unit sphere S∞. So the Karcher mean of warps is defined as a
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warp with SRVF being the center of the SRVFs of those warps. However, there is no consensus
about the notion of centerpoint on the sphere. We introduce three different types of mean.
1. Intrinsic (Fre´chet/Karcher) Mean: The distance between any two points on the unit
sphere is taken to be the length of the shortest arc of a great circle connecting them on the
sphere. The intrinsic mean of the points ψi, i = 1, 2, ..., n on a sphere is a point
ψ¯ = argminψ∈S
n∑
i=1
d2S(ψ,ψi), (3.4)
where dS is the geodesic distance on the sphere. The intrinsic definition of mean results in an
optimum potentially not unique on the sphere.
2. Extrinsic Mean: The extrinsic mean of points on the unit sphere treats the points as
lying in the R∞ space, finds the mean under the L2 metric and then projects that back to the
sphere. That is
ψ¯ =
1
n
∑n
i=1 ψi
|| 1n
∑n
i=1 ψi||
(3.5)
The extrinsic mean exists and is unique if || 1n
∑n
i=1 ψi|| 6= 0. It has an explicit form and tends
to be easy to compute and often admits statistical inference.
3. Backward mean: The backward mean is derived using the PNS method introduced in
Chapter 2. The points are projected onto successively lower dimensional spheres. The backward
mean is the intrinsic mean of these projection on S1. A useful property of the backward mean
is that when points are roughly uniformly distributed on the equator in S2, the backward mean
stays on the equator. In this case, the intrinsic mean can appear (and not uniquely) at the
north and south poles, and the extrinsic mean is not stable.
Srivastava et al. [2011] choose to use the intrinsic mean. They showed that gˆa =
1
n
∑n
i=1 f˜i →
g, as n→∞ under the following assumption:
Assumption 3.1.
1. The scaling coefficients ci, i = 1, 2, ..., n are randomly sampled from a population c such
that c > 0 , Ec = 1 and Ec2 <∞.
2. The noise terms ei, i = 1, 2, ..., n are randomly sampled from a population e such that
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Ee = 0 and Ee2 <∞.
3. The warps γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n are randomly sampled from a population with Karcher mean
being γid.
3.1.2 Discussion of asymptotic study of the amplitude mean
To study the convergence rate of the amplitude mean, gˆa = cg ◦ (γ−1)−1 + e under the
Assumption (3.1), one approach is to first study the convergence rate of γ−1. Let {ψi, i =
1, 2, ..., n} be the SRVFs of {γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n}, then the intrinsic (Karcher) mean of {ψi, i =
1, 2, ..., n} is
ψ¯ = argminψ∈S∞
n∑
i=1
d2S(ψ,ψi) = argminψ
n∑
i=1
(
arccos
∫ 1
0
ψ(t)ψi(t)dt
)2
, (3.6)
and the Karcher mean of {γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n} is γ−1(t) =
∫ t
0 ψ
2
(s)ds. A classical way to find the
optimal solution in Equation (3.6) is through the functional derivative (Courant and Hilbert
[1953] and Gelfand et al. [2000]). Let
hi(ψ) =
∫ 1
0
ψ(t)ψi(t) dt,
Fi(ψ) =
(
arccos
∫ 1
0
ψ(t)ψi(t)dt
)2
=
(
arccoshi(ψ)
)2
, and
F (ψ) =
n∑
i=1
(
arccos
∫ 1
0
ψ(t)ψi(t)dt
)2
=
n∑
i=1
Fi(ψ).
Note that the derivative of hi with respect to ψ in functional space is
∂hi
∂ψ = ψi(t). By the
Euler-Lagrange equation introduced in Gelfand et al. [2000] (Chapter 1, Equation (14)),
∂F
∂ψ
=
n∑
i=1
−2 arccos
∫ 1
0
ψ(t)ψi(t)dt
1√
1− (∫ 10 ψ(t)ψi(t)dt)2ψi(t) (3.7)
From this, we are doubtful as to the existence of a closed form solution of ψ¯. Numerical
algorithms are usually used to find the intrinsic mean on the finite dimensional spheres as
discussed in Section 3.1.3. We will explore the asymptotic properties on a 1-D sphere (circle)
in Section 3.1.4, where the explicit solution of the intrinsic mean can be calculated.
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3.1.3 Intrinsic mean on the surface of a finite dimensional sphere
From the above section, we see that it is challenging to find a closed form solution of the
intrinsic mean on S∞. However, in practice, we approximate the solution through discretization
on finite dimensional spheres. For any warp γ(t), t ∈ [0, 1], we discretize it to d+ 1 dimensional
space using the vector
(γ(0), γ(
1
d
), γ(
2
d
), ...., γ(
d− 1
d
), γ(1)). (3.8)
The corresponding approximated SRVF is
ξ = (
√
γ′(
1
d
), ...,
√
γ′(
d− 1
d
),
√
γ′(1)),
where γ′( id) =
γ( i
d
)−γ( i−1
d
)
1/d , i = 1, 2, .., d. To incorporate the integral step
1
d , let
ξ = (
√
1
d
γ′(
1
d
), ...,
√
1
d
γ′(
d− 1
d
),
√
1
d
γ′(1)).
In this way, ||ξ||2 = 1 and thus ξ is on the surface of the d−dimensional unit sphere Sd−1.
To study the intrinsic mean on a finite dimensional sphere, we first introduce the exponential
map and the inverse exponential (i.e. log) map. Let q be a point on the surface of a sphere and
p be a point on the tangent space at q. The exponential map expq(p) preserves the distance
and direction shown in Figure 3.2 (Figure 1 from Buss and Fillmore [2001]). More specifically,
the vectors op and oq define a 2-dimensional plane. The exponential map expq(p) is the point
on the sphere and p and expq(p) are on the same side of the line oq and the same distance from
point q. The inverse exponential map `q(ψ), on the other hand, is a point p on the tangent
space preserving the direction and distance of qψ. For instance, p shown in Figure 3.2 is the
inverse exponential map of expq(p), i. e. p = `q(expq(p)).
Theorem 3 of Buss and Fillmore [2001] shows that if ξ is the intrinsic mean of ξi, i =
1, 2, ..., n, then
ξ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
`ξ(ξi), (3.9)
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OFigure 3.2: The exponential map. q: the north pole (0, 0, 0, ..., 0, 1). p : (x1, x2, ..., xd, 1): a point on
the tangent space at point q. expq(p): the exponential map of p onto the sphere. This
exponential map preserves the arc distance and direction from q when r < pi.
In other words, if ξ¯ is the intrinsic mean, the projections of the samples to the tangent space
at ξ¯ have mean ξ¯. Since the SRVFs of the proper warps stay on the nonnegative orthant, it
is shown in that the intrinsic mean of points on the non-negative orthant exists and is unique
(Theorem 1 of Buss and Fillmore [2001]). Thus it is the solution of Equation (3.9). Numerical
algorithms to find the intrinsic mean are mostly based on this equation. Even though Equation
(3.9) gives a sufficient condition for the intrinsic mean, it is still nontrivial to find a closed form
solution of ξ which appears on both sides of the equation. The next section provides a toy
example where the closed form is available.
3.1.4 Toy example
In this section, we start with a simple case to facilitate the study of convergence rate of
the amplitude mean, gˆa = cg ◦ (γ−1)−1 + e. In this case, both the true template g and the
warp samples {γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n} are piecewise linear functions with a single knot at 12 . More
specifically, the template is
g(t) =

2t 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2
2− 2t 1/2 < t ≤ 1
shown in the left panel of Figure 3.3 with both ends fixed at 0. The right panel shows a warping
function γ−1i (t).
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Figure 3.3: True template and one warp in the toy example. Both the underlying template (left panel)
and the warp function (right panel) are piecewise linear functions.
3.1.4.1 Amplitude mean
This piecewise warp discussed above is of the form 3.8 and, can be represented as a vec-
tor (0, Xi, 1), where Xi = γ
−1
i (
1
2). The corresponding discretization of its SRVF is ξi =(√
Xi,
√
1−Xi
)
. Note that this one parameter family of SRVFs ξi stays on S1 (circle). This
vector can be represented as ξi = (cos(θi), sin(θi)) where cos(θi) =
√
Xi and θi ∈ (0, pi2 ). For the
SRVF samples {ξi = (cos(θi), sin(θi)), i = 1, 2, ..., n} on the first quadrant, their intrinsic mean
is a point (cos(θ¯), sin(θ¯)) with θ¯ = 1n
∑n
i=1 θi. So ξ¯ = (cos(θ¯), sin(θ¯)) and γ
−1 is represented as
(0, cos2(θ¯), 1). Hence,
γ−1(t) =

2 cos2(θ¯)t 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2
2 sin2(θ¯)t+ 1− 2 sin2(θ¯) 1/2 < t ≤ 1
and its inverse
(
γ−1
)−1
(t) =

1
2 cos2(θ¯)
t 0 ≤ t ≤ cos2(θ¯)
1
2 sin2(θ¯)
t+ 1− 1
2 sin2(θ¯)
cos2(θ¯) < t ≤ 1
Then
g ◦ (γ−1)−1(t) =

1
cos2(θ¯)
t 0 ≤ t ≤ cos2(θ¯)
− 1
sin2(θ¯)
t+ 1
sin2(θ¯)
cos2(θ¯) < t ≤ 1
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and the amplitude mean gˆa = cg◦(γ−1)−1+e approaches its maximal height c+e at cos2(θ¯). To
make sure the population Karcher mean γ−1(t) is γid, we need cos2(θ¯) = 12 , i.e., the population
mean θ¯ of θi, i = 1, 2, ..., n should be
pi
4 .
3.1.4.2 Comparison with two other methods
We compare Fisher-Rao curve registration with two other methods in this case using the
asymptotic convergence rate as n → ∞. One is the cross-sectional mean (denoted as gˆcs)
from the conventional L2 metric and the other is landmark estimation (denoted as gˆlm) by
averaging the peaks of the sample piecewise linear functions and using the piecewise linear
shape information. In addition, we assume samples c1, c2, ..., cn i.i.d. from the exponential
distribution Exp(1), e1, e2, ..., en i.i.d. from N(0, 0.01), X1, X2, ..., Xn i.i.d. from U(0, 1) and
they are independent. Figure 3.4 shows a simulation when n = 30.
Figure 3.4: Data simulation (n =30). The upper left is the template g shown in Figure 3.3. The upper
right gives the generated samples of inverse warps. The lower left shows the warp samples
and curves in the lower right panel are the sample f curves.
(1) Cross-sectional mean (gˆcs =
1
n
∑n
i=1 fi). First note that
fi(t) = cig ◦ γi(t) + ei
=

ci
1
Xi
t+ ei 0 ≤ t ≤ Xi
ci
1−t
1−Xi + ei Xi < t ≤ 1
= ci[
t
Xi
I(0≤t≤Xi) +
1− t
1−Xi IXi<t≤1] + ei.
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Then
E(fi(t)) = E(ci)E(
t
Xi
I(0≤t≤Xi) +
1− t
1−Xi IXi<t≤1) + E(ei)
= E(
t
Xi
I(0≤t≤Xi) +
1− t
1−Xi IXi<t≤1)
= t
∫ 1
t
1
xi
dxi + (1− t)
∫ t
0
1
1− xidxi
= −t ln(t)− (1− t) ln(1− t),
where the first equation holds because {ci, i = 1, ..., n} is independent from {Xi, i = 1, ..., n}.
So gˆcs → −t ln(t)− (1− t) ln(1− t), whose peak is (12 , ln 2) and its graph is shown in Figure 3.5.
This clearly shows that the cross-sectional mean gives a poor estimation for the template g.
Figure 3.5: Cross-sectional mean. It is not piecewise linear and this is a poor representation of the true
template.
(2) Landmark estimator. This uses the averages of the landmarks. In this toy example,
there are 3 landmarks, a peak and two endpoints. The averages of the two endpoints are (0, e¯)
and (1, e¯). It is trivial that these two endpoints converges to the those in g. The average of
the peaks is (X¯, c¯+ e¯). By the Central Limit Theorem,
√
n(X¯ − 1
2
)
d−→ N(0, 1
12
), and
√
n(c¯+ e¯− 1) d−→ N(0, 1.01).
so the landmark estimator converges to g with the horizontal convergence rate of 1
2
√
3
n−1/2 +
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o(n−1/2) and vertical convergence rate of
√
1.01n−1/2 + o(n−1/2).
(3) Amplitude mean. It is shown in Section 3.1.4.1 that the amplitude mean is a piecewise
linear function with peak at (cos2(θ¯), c¯+ e¯). Note that cos(θi) =
√
Xi. So the peak is
(cos2
1
n
n∑
i=1
arccos
√
Xi, c¯+ e¯).
The vertical convergence rate is straightforward. For the horizontal part,
E arccos
√
Xi =
∫ 1
0
arccos
√
t dt
=
∫ 1
0
arccos(µ)2µdµ
= 2
∫ 1
0
arccos(t)t dt
Denote I =
∫
arccos(t)t dt and let u = t, dv = arccos(t) dt. Integrating by parts, we get
I = t2 arccos(t)− t
√
1− t2 −
∫
(t arccos(t)−
√
1− t2) dt
= t2 arccos(t)− t
√
1− t2 − I +
∫ √
1− t2 dt
= t2 arccos(t)− t
√
1− t2 − I + arcsin(t)
2
+
t
2
√
1− t2
= t2 arccos(t) +
arcsin(t)
2
− t
2
√
1− t2 − I
Hence I = 12 t
2 arccos(t) + arcsin(t)4 − t4
√
1− t2+ and E arccos(√Xi) = 2I|10 = pi4 .
The secondary moment is
E arccos2
√
Xi =
∫ 1
0
arccos2(
√
t) dt
=
∫ 1
0
arccos2(µ)2µdµ
= 2
∫ 1
0
t arccos2(t) dt
Let J1 =
∫
t arccos2(t) dt. Again, to integrate by parts, let u = t, dv = arccos2(t) dt, v =
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∫
arccos2(t) dt. We will first calculate v. Let p = arccos2(t), dq = dt, so
v = t arccos2(t) +
∫
t2 arccos(t)
1√
1− t2 dt
Let J2 =
∫
arccos(t) 2t√
1−t2 dt. Do a further integrating by parts letting m = arccos(t), dn =
2t√
1−t2 dt. Then dm = −
1√
1−t2dt, v = −2
√
1− t2 and
J2 = −2
√
1− t2 arccos(t)−
∫
2 dt = −2
√
1− t2 arccos(t)− 2t.
So v = t arccos2(t)−2√1− t2 arccos(t)−∫ 2 dt = t arccos2(t)−2√1− t2 arccos(t)−2t. Plugging
this in the J1,
J1 = uv −
∫
v du
= t(t arccos2(t)− 2
√
1− t2 arccos(t)− 2t)−
∫
(arccos2(t)− 2
√
1− t2 arccos(t)− 2t) dt
= t2 arccos2(t)− 2t
√
1− t2 arccos(t)− 2t2 − J1 +
∫
2
√
1− t2 arccos(t) dt+ t2
= t2 arccos2(t)− 2t
√
1− t2 arccos(t)− 2t2 − J1 +
∫
2
√
1− t2 arccos(t) dt
Let J3 =
∫
2
√
1− t2 arccos(t) dt. Let r = arccos(t), ds = 2√1− t2 dt. Then dr = − 1√
1−t2 dt, s =
arcsin(t) + t
√
1− t2 and
J3 = arccos(t)(arcsin(t) + t
√
1− t2) +
∫
1√
1− t2 (arcsin(t) + t
√
1− t2) dt
= arccos(t) arcsin(t) + arccos(t)t
√
1− t2) +
∫
arcsin(t)
1√
1− t2 dt+
∫
t dt
= arccos(t) arcsin(t) + t
√
1− t2 arccos(t) + 1
2
arcsin2t+
t2
2
Hence, J1 = t
2 arccos2(t)−2t√1− t2 arccos(t)−2t2−J1+arccos(t) arcsin(t)+t
√
1− t2 arccos(t)+
1
2 arcsin
2(t) + t
2
2 . So J1 =
t2
2 arccos
2(t) − 12 t
√
1− t2 arccos(t) − t24 + 12 arccos(t) arcsin(t) +
1
4 arcsin
2(t),
E arccos2
√
Xi = 2J1|10 = −
1
2
+
pi2
8
,
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and
V ar(arccos
√
Xi) = E arccos
2
√
Xi − (E arccos
√
Xi)
2 =
pi2
16
− 1
2
.
Hence, by central limit theorem,
√
n(
1
n
n∑
i=1
arccos
√
Xi − pi
4
)
d−→ N(0, pi
2
16
− 1
2
).
Furthermore, by the Delta method,
√
n(cos2(
1
n
n∑
i=1
arccos
√
Xi)− cos2(pi
4
))
d−→ N(0, (2cos(pi
4
)sin(
pi
4
))2(
pi2
16
− 1
2
)).
i.e.
√
n(cos2(
1
n
n∑
i=1
arccos
√
Xi)− 1
2
)
d−→ N(0, pi
2
16
− 1
2
).
Comparing the amplitude mean with the landmark estimator, the latter one gives a faster
convergence rate because 112 <
pi2
16 − 12 (since 0.083 < 0.117). This is because the landmark
estimator used the shape information and in this toy example, there are clear landmarks.
3.1.4.3 Justification of the discretizing method
In the above analyses, we represent the piecewise linear warps γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n as vectors
(0, γ−1i (
1
2), 1), i = 1, 2, ..., n, and so the SRVF ψi can be represented as a point ξi on S1. The
intrinsic mean of the ξi, i = 1, 2, ..., n on a unit circle can be calculated explicitly as well as the
corresponding Karcher mean of the warps. However, those warps γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n of the form
(3.8) also have finer scaled representations such as the vectors (0, γ−1i (
1
4), γ
−1
i (
1
2), γ
−1
i (
3
4), 1), i =
1, 2, ..., n where the corresponding ξi, i = 1, 2, ..., n are 4-D points on S3. We will show that
these finer scaled representations will not affect the final form of the Karcher mean.
Proposition 3.1.1. For the above piecewise linear warps γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n, if they are more
finely discretized as 2d + 1 dimensional vectors (γ−1i (0), γ
−1
i (
1
2d), ...., γ
−1
i (
2d−1
2d ), γ
−1
i (1)), then
the corresponding SRVF discretizations ξi, i = 1, 2, ...., n stay on a great circle on S2d−1.
Remark 3.1. A great circle of a sphere Sk is the intersection of this sphere with a 2-D plane
which passes through its center point. Note that for k = 1, a great circle is the circle itself.
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Proof. For an above piecewise linear warp γ−1i , its 2d+ 1 dimensional discretization is
(γ−1i (0), γ
−1
i (
1
2d
), ...., γ−1i (
2d− 1
2d
), γ−1i (1)).
Note that γ−1i (
1
2) = cos
2(θi), thus its SRVF discretization is
ξi =
(√ 1
2d
γ′i(
1
2d
), ...,
√
1
2d
γ′i(
d
2d
),
√
1
2d
γ′i(
d+ 1
2d
), ...,
√
1
2d
γ′i(1)
)
=
(√ 1
2d
2 cos2(θi), ...,
√
1
2d
2 cos2(θi),
√
1
2d
(2− 2 cos2(θi)), ....,
√
1
2d
(2− 2 cos2(θi))
)
=
(√1
d
cos(θi), ...,
√
1
d
cos(θi),
√
1
d
sin(θi), ....,
√
1
d
sin(θi)
)
In particular, the SRVF discretization of γid is
ξid =
(√ 1
2d
, ...,
√
1
2d
,
√
1
2d
, ....,
√
1
2d
)
=
(√1
d
cos(
pi
4
), ...,
√
1
d
cos(
pi
4
),
√
1
d
sin(
pi
4
), ....,
√
1
d
sin(
pi
4
)
)
.
Let
ξ∗ =
(√1
d
cos(
3pi
4
), ...,
√
1
d
cos(
3pi
4
),
√
1
d
sin(
3pi
4
), ....,
√
1
d
sin(
3pi
4
)
)
,
then ξ∗ is a point on S2d−1. The entries of ξ∗ are not all positive, so ξ∗ is a SRVF of an
improper warp and
〈ξid, ξ∗〉 = 1
d
cos(
pi
4
) cos(
3pi
4
) + ...+
1
d
cos(
pi
4
) cos(
3pi
4
) +
1
d
sin(
pi
4
) sin(
3pi
4
) + ...+
1
d
sin(
pi
4
) sin(
3pi
4
)
= cos(
pi
4
) cos(
3pi
4
) + sin(
pi
4
) sin(
3pi
4
) = cos(
pi
4
− 3pi
4
) = 0
So ξ∗ and ξid are orthogonal. Any point
ξ =
(√1
d
cos(θ), ...,
√
1
d
cos(θ),
√
1
d
sin(θ), ....,
√
1
d
sin(θ)
)
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi
2
on the sphere S2d−1 can be represented as ξ = ω1ξid + ω2ξ∗, where
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ω1 = 〈ξ, ξid〉 = cos(θ) cos(pi
4
) + sin(θ) sin(
pi
4
) = cos(θ − pi
4
), and
ω2 = 〈ξ, ξ∗〉 = cos(θ) cos(3pi
4
) + sin(θ) sin(
3pi
4
) = cos(θ − 3pi
4
) = sin(θ − pi
4
).
Furthermore, ω21 + ω
2
2 = 1. Thus any SRVF in the form of ξ is on the great circle connecting
ξ∗ and ξid on S2d−1, which means the ξi, i = 1, 2, ...., n stay on a great circle on S2d−1.
Theorem 3.1.1. For the above piecewise linear warps γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n, if they are represented
in 2d+ 1 dimensional space and
ξi =
(√1
d
cos(θi), ...,
√
1
d
cos(θi),
√
1
d
sin(θi), ....,
√
1
d
sin(θi)
)
, i = 1, 2, ...., n,
then the intrinsic mean
ξ¯ =
(√1
d
cos(θ¯), ...,
√
1
d
cos(θ¯),
√
1
d
sin(θ¯), ....,
√
1
d
sin(θ¯)
)
,
where θ¯ = 1n
∑n
i=1 θi. Thus any 2d + 1 dimensional representations will result in the same
Karcher mean of those warps.
Proof. The intrinsic mean of points on the nonnegative orthant exists and is unique. In par-
ticular, it is the solution of Equation (3.9). Thus, if ξ¯ satisfies Equation (3.9), then it is the
intrinsic mean.
Let
−−−−→
ξ¯lξ¯(ξi) be the vector pointing from ξ¯ to lξ¯(ξi), then Equation (3.9) is equivalent to∑n
i=1
−−−−→
ξ¯lξ¯(ξi) = ~0. For any ξi and ξj as above, the geodesic distance is arccos(〈ξi, ξj〉), and
〈ξi, ξj〉 = 1
d
cos(θi) cos(θj) + ...+
1
d
cos(θi) cos(θj) +
1
d
sin(θi) sin(θj) + ...+
1
d
sin(θi) sin(θj)
= cos(θi) cos(θj) + sin(θi) sin(θj) = cos(θi − θj),
so
dS(ξi, ξj) = arccos(〈ξi, ξj〉) = |θi − θj |
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and
dS(ξ¯, ξi) = |θ¯ − θi|, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
From Proposition 3.1.1, all the ξi, i = 1, 2, ..., n and ξ¯ stay on a great circle on S2d−1, so the
inverse exponential maps of ξi, i = 1, 2, ..., n on the tangent space stay on a line. Let ~v be a
unit vector in the direction of the line, then
−−−−→
ξ¯lξ¯(ξi) = (θ¯ − θi)~v and
∑n
i=1
−−−−→
ξ¯lξ¯(ξi) = ~0. Thus, ξ¯
is the intrinsic mean.
Theorem 3.1.1 justifies that in the case of piecewise linear warps, the Karcher Mean of
γ−1i , i = 1, 2, ..., n stays the same no matter what dimension we use to discretize them as long
as the discretization doesn’t misrepresent the original warps. Furthermore, it holds for d =∞.
The proof for the case of S∞ is similar to that of the S2d−1, with summation replaced by
integration.
3.2 Variations of the Fisher-Rao metric
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a major reason to choose the Fisher-Rao metric over the
L2 metric is that the former is warping invariant in the quotient space F/Γ. Another major
problem of the L2 metric shows up when registering one curve to a constant multiple of it. This
will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.1. Fisher-Rao metric overcomes this shortcoming
as well and Section 3.2.2 extends it to a class of metrics that have these good properties, which
leaves us with more possible options for metrics in the area of curve registration. In particular,
Section 3.2.3 gives an example in this class that is preferable to the Fisher-Rao metric.
3.2.1 Registration to multiples using the L2 distance
This section discusses a critical drawback of the L2 metric when registering a curve to its
multiples. Intuitively, the warp registering a function to its multiple is γid, since no horizontal
alignment is needed. However, when the criterion is based on the L2 metric, this may not
happen. Figure 3.6 gives such an example (Marron et al. [2015]) where γid is not the L2
optimal warp. The dot-dashed curve is a Gaussian density function f1 and the dotted curve is
its multiple f2 in the upper panels. When registering f1 to f2 shown in the upper left panel,
the aligned f˜1 is the solid curve, which is clearly L2 closer to f2 than f1, but it shows a pinching
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effect. The lower left panel shows the corresponding warp (solid curve), which is very different
from γid (dotted line). Similarly, the right two panels present the results when registering the
dotted f2 to the dot-dashed f1. Again, the stretched solid curve is L2 closer to f1 than is f2,
and the warp shown as the solid curve in the lower right panel is not γid.
Figure 3.6: The upper panels show a Gaussian density function f1 and its multiple f2, as dot-dashed
and dotted curves, respectively. The solid curve in the upper left panel is the aligned
function of f1 resulting from minγ ||f2−(f1 ◦γ)||2. The optimal warping function γ is shown
in the lower left panel. The solid curve in the upper right panel results from minimizing
||f1 − (f2 ◦ γ)||2 with the optimal warping function γ shown in the lower right panel. This
shows very non-intuitive pinching and stretching results from this optimization.
The phenomenon shown in Figure 3.6 arises frequently. In particular, given a function
f(t) : [0, 1] → R+ and its multiple cf, c > 0, compare the squared L2 norms using a warp γ
and identity warp γid using the difference
‖cf − f ◦ γ‖22 − ‖cf − f ◦ γid‖22
= ‖cf − f ◦ γ‖22 − ‖cf − f‖22
=
∫ 1
0
(cf(t)− f(γ(t)))2dt−
∫ 1
0
(cf(t)− f(t))2dt
=
∫ 1
0
(
f(γ(t))− (2c− 1)f(t)
)(
f(γ(t))− f(t)
)
dt. (3.10)
The above integrand is negative, i.e. γid is not optimal, in the following three cases:
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• c > 1 and f(t) < f(γ(t)) < (2c− 1)f(t)
• 1/2 < c < 1 and (2c− 1)f(t) < f(γ(t)) < f(t)
• 0 < c < 1/2 and 0 < f(γ(t)) < f(t)
In these three cases γid 6= argminγ∈Γ ‖cf − f ◦ γ‖2. Other cases where the integral in Equation
(3.10) is negative also result in the non-optimality of γid, i. e., γid is not the optimal warping
function, even though the curves are multiples of each other.
3.2.2 Null Identifiability and a Sufficient Condition
In this section, we aim to find a general operator G[·] on f such that in the null case, i.e.
registration of f to its multiples, curve registration can identify γid as the optimal warp. This
property is called null identifiability and a formal definition is given as follows:
Definition 3.2.1. An operator G[·] is called null identifiable, if for any function f : [0, 1]→
R+ such that the set {t ∈ [0, 1]|H[f ](t) = 0} has Lebesgue measure 0, we have, for any constant
c > 0
γid = argmin
γ∈Γ
‖G[cf ]− G[f ◦ γ]‖2. (3.11)
The following theorem provides a sufficient condition for null identifiability:
Theorem 3.2.1. If the operator G satisfies
1. G[f ◦ γ](t) = G[f ](γ(t))√γ′(t);
2. G[af ](t) = bG[f ] for any constants a > 0 and b = b(a) > 0 that are independent of f,
then G is null identifiable.
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Proof. For G satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2.1,
argmin
γ∈Γ
∫ 1
0
(
G[cf ](t)− G[f ◦ γ](t)
)2
dt
= argmin
γ∈Γ
∫ 1
0
(
b(c)H[f ](t)− G[f ](γ(t))
√
γ′(t))
)2
dt
= argmin
γ∈Γ
(∫ 1
0
b(c)2G2[f ](t)dt+
∫ 1
0
G2[f ](γ(t))γ′(t)dt− 2b(c)
∫ 1
0
H[f ](t)G[f ](γ(t))
√
γ′(t)dt
)
= argmin
γ∈Γ
(∫ 1
0
b(c)2G2[f ](t)dt+
∫ 1
0
G2[f ](t)dt− 2b(c)
∫ 1
0
H[f ](t)G[f ](γ(t))
√
γ′(t)dt
)
= argmax
γ∈Γ
∫ 1
0
H[f ](t)G[f ](γ(t))
√
γ′(t)dt
The last equation holds because the first two terms are unrelated to γ. By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality,
∫ 1
0
H[f ](t)G[f ](γ(t))
√
γ′(t)dt
≤
(∫ 1
0
G2[f ](t)dt
) 1
2
(∫ 1
0
G2[f ](γ(t))γ′(t)dt
) 1
2
=
∫ 1
0
G2[f ](t)dt
Equality holds in above triangle inequality if and only if G[f ](γ(t))√γ′(t) = H[f ](t), a.e. Let
F (t) =
∫ t
0 G2[f ](s)ds, then
F (t) =
∫ t
0
G2[f ](γ(t))γ′(t)dt =
∫ γ(t)
0
G2[f ](s)ds = F (γ(t)).
And F is monotone increasing, so γ(t) = t, a.e.
Note that the SRVF representation satisfies those conditions with b(a) =
√
a. Besides, any
transformation satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1, is warping invariant, as is the SRVF
representation.
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3.2.3 General Root Derivative Transformations
We define a family of transformations, called the general root-derivative (GRD) transfor-
mations, that guarantee the null identifiability,
H[f ](t) = sign(f ′(t))
√
|f ′(t)|h(f(t)), (3.12)
where h(·) is some positive function over the range of f . When h = 1, it is the SRVF repre-
sentation.
Next, we investigate another special case with h(f(t)) = 2|f(t)− f(0)|. In this case,
H[f ](t) = sign(f ′(t))
√
|f ′(t)|h(f(t))
= sign(f ′(t))
√
|((f(t)− f(0))2)′|.
We call this transformation as the Square Root of Derivative of Squared (SRDS). In this section,
we use qVf and q
S
f to represent the SRVF and SRDS transformations of f respectively. Similar
to SRVF transformation, the map (f(0), f(t)) → qSf is bijective. If there are two functions f
and g with f(0) = g(0) and qSf = q
S
g , then
sign((f ′(t))) = sign((g′(t))) for each t, and
|((f(t)− f(0))2)′| = |((g(t)− g(0))2)′|,
so
(f(t)− f(0))2 = (g(t)− g(0))2 + C.
Plugging t = 0 in the above equation, we get C = 0. Since sign(f ′(t)) = sign(g′(t)), it is
straightforward that f(t) = g(t). That is for each qS , there is only one function f corresponding
to it and
f(t) = f(0) + sign(qSf (t))
√∫ t
0
(qSf (s))
2 ds.
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3.2.4 Comparison of SRVF and SRDS
In this section we compare the template estimators from SRVF and SRDS. We show that
(1) both the SRVF and the SRDS transformations enjoy the property of staying on the unit
sphere under L2, but (2) the SRVF method provides an inconsistent estimator (due to bias)
while the SRDS estimator is consistent.
For the unit norm property, let qSf be the SRDS for f . Note that for any warp γ, q
S
γ (t) =√
(γ2(t))′. Hence ∫ 1
0
(qSγ (t))
2 dt = γ2(t)|10 = 1. (3.13)
That means the SRDS transformations of the warps also stay on the unit sphere. Thus, the
procedure for SRDS is very similar to SRVF. In particular,
1. the Karcher mean of [q1], [q2], ..., [qn] is [c¯q
S
g ],
2. the center of [c¯qSg ] is (c¯q
S
g , (γ
−1)−1), and
3. the amplitude mean is gˆSa = c¯g ◦ (γ−1)−1 + e¯.
For the consistency problem, let qSi be the SRDS for fi, then
qSi (t) = sign(cig
′(γi(t)))
√
c2i |((g(γi(t))− g(0))2)′|
= cisign(g
′(γi(t)))
√
|((g(γi(t))− g(0))2)′|
= ci(q
S
g , γi). (3.14)
On the other hand, in the SRVF case
qVi (t) =
√
ci(q
V
g , γi). (3.15)
Note that the coefficient in SRDS is ci, but the coefficient in SRVF is
√
ci. Therefore, the
Karcher mean of the warps are from the SRDS transformation instead of from SRVF. In
particular, the Fisher-Rao estimator from the transformation of the Karcher mean in the SRVF
space is
gˆFR = (
1
n
n∑
i=1
√
ci)
2g ◦ (γ−1)−1 + e¯, (3.16)
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while the SRDS estimator is
gˆSRDS = c¯g ◦ (γ−1)−1 + e¯, (3.17)
which is same as the amplitude mean in the SRDS case. Hence, gˆFR is inconsistent since
( 1n
∑n
i=1
√
ci)
2 is inconsistent in estimating the mean of the ci’s. On the other hand, gˆSRDS is
a consistent estimator of the true template.
Figure 3.7 compares the SRVF estimator (red) with the SRDS estimator (blue) for the
toy example setting n = 100, 000. The peak for the SRDS estimator is much closer to (12 , 1),
the peak of the true template g, which is consistent with the results in Equations (3.16) and
(3.17) that SRDS estimator is a better estimator than the SRVF estimator. We notice that
the x-axis of the peak of the blue curve is not 12 . This is mainly because the Karcher mean of
the piecewise linear warps shown in the right panel of Figure 3.3 is not consistently identity γid
under the SRDS metric. But on the other hand, the Karcher mean of those warps under the
SRVF transformation is γid, hence the horizontal position of the peak in the SRVF estimator
is closer to 12 than the SRDS estimator.
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Figure 3.7: The SRVF template estimator (red) and the SRDS estimator (blue) comparison in the toy
example (n = 100,000). The height of the peak in the red curve is around 0.8, while the
height of the blue curve is 1. Thus, the SRDS estimator is consistent for the height. For
the horizontal position, the SRDS is not consistent here, which is mainly because for the
piecewise linear warps in this toy example, the Karcher mean is not approximately identity
γid under the SRDS transformation.
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CHAPTER 4: AJIVE integration of imaging and behavioral data
This chapter focuses on integrating imaging and behavioral data from the Human Connec-
tome Project (HCP). Two traditional approaches usually applied for exploring the relationships
between two multivariate sets of variables are Partial Least Squares (PLS, Wold et al. [1984])
and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA, Hotelling [1936]). These approaches focus on pairs
of linear combinations of features that have maximum covariance (PLS) or correlation (CCA).
PLS was first introduced to the neuroimaging community by McIntosh et al. [1996] and a com-
prehensive review of the applications of PLS in neuroimaging is provided by Krishnan et al.
[2011]. One major application of PLS lies in relating brain activity to behavior, which success-
fully discovered brain features of patients with disorders such as schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s
disease (Nestor et al. [2002], Menzies et al. [2007], Tippett and Black [2008]). However, one
major problem with PLS is that the individual variation is not considered. Furthermore, the
variance in one of the datasets can dominate the decomposition and lead to poor recovery of
the shared signal (Section 3.5.2 in Hastie et al. [2005]). This problem may be alleviated by
scaling, but finding an appropriate scaling can be challenging when the numbers of features
differ by several orders of magnitude (e.g., imaging and behavior). Another method used to
study the relationship of imaging and behavior is CCA. For example, Smith et al. [2015] relate
functional connectomes to behavior using CCA. They nicely link a specific pattern of the func-
tional connectomes to behavioral and demographic measures, where a single CCA mode is a
substantial part of the total variation. Their analysis uses an ICA-based parcellation to reduce
the number of spatial locations (91282) to 200 networks. It then requires SVD to reduce the
number of features to be less than the number of subjects. This is because CCA tends to find
spurious directions driven by sampling artifacts in high dimensional, low sample size (HDLSS)
settings such as imaging data (Pezeshki et al. [2004]).
Another challenge for studying activation patterns comes from the fact that different net-
works may be simultaneously activated by a task and consequently the effect of a network of
interest may be confounded. For example, in a working memory designed task (Barch et al.
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[2013]), participants are asked to look at pictures and remember them sequentially. This not
only activates the working memory related system but also the vision system. The vision effect
may be even stronger than that of the working memory system, which makes it hard to discover
the working memory effect in the brain. Contrasts between tasks are typically used to isolate
a task of interest, but this leads to a loss of information. For example, large activation con-
trasted with no activation can appear equivalent to small activation contrasted with negative
activation. The HCP has made a large amount of imaging and behavioral data available, and
jointly analyzing the data sources may improve our ability to distinguish functional networks.
In particular, those behavioral measures containing the task-related variables are expected to
be highly related with appropriate parts of the image signals. Then, integrating these two
datasets can be helpful to deeply investigate the task-related effect.
This chapter uses an improved method, AJIVE (Feng et al. [2015]), for integrating imaging
and behavioral data to study activation patterns and compares the results with CCA and
PLS. AJIVE can be viewed as a second generation of JIVE proposed by Lock et al. [2013].
Three major improvements in the second generation are better theoretical properties, a non-
iterative approach that facilitates a faster algorithm, and automatic handling of wildly different
numbers of features across the datasets. Thus, we apply the second generation to integrate
imaging and behavioral data. Compared to CCA and PLS, AJIVE not only finds the shared
information but also clearly indicates individual sources of variation, shown in the toy example
in Section 4.1. Additionally, AJIVE works on multiple data blocks (e.g., different modalities
of neuroimaging). A brief review of AJIVE is provided in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 gives
an introduction to the HCP data. In Section 4.3, preprocessing steps are performed. The
AJIVE results and significance assessments for three cases are shown in Section 4.4. Section
4.5 discusses the possible extension of AJIVE for neuroscience and Section 4.6 provides an
alternative to AJIVE. A conclusion for this chapter is given in Section 4.7.
4.1 JIVE
In this section, we provide an introduction to AJIVE and use a toy example to illustrate
its usefulness to separate joint and individual signals. Suppose X(d1 × n) and Y (d2 × n) are
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two different data sources for a set of subjects, where each column is a common subject and
each row is a variable. For MRI, d1 is the number of voxels and d2 is the number of behavioral
variables. In addition, both X and Y consist of two parts: an underlying low rank signal
(AX and AY ) and noise (EX and EY ). In our data application, the rank of the signal was
estimated from the scree plot (Section 4.4.1). We also examined an automatic approach to
rank selection (Dray [2008]) in the same section, but it resulted in unsatisfactory results due to
gross overfitting. Each low rank signal AX and AY can be decomposed into joint and individual
variation, denoted as JX and IX , JY and IY respectively:
X = AX + EX = JX + IX + EX
Y = AY + EY = JY + IY + EY
(4.1)
AJIVE aims to find patterns across subjects that are common for AX and AY and patterns
across subjects that are unique to each low rank signal. Those patterns are called subject
signatures and they are singular eigenvectors of Singular Value Decompositions (SVDs) living
in the row space, Rn. This row space representation circumvents the challenge of choosing an
appropriate normalization across data blocks. In particular, the joint matrices JX and JY are
assumed to have the same row space,
row(JX) = row(JY ) = row(J), (4.2)
while the intersection of the individual row spaces is the zero vector space, i.e.,
row(IX) ∩ row(IY ) = {0¯}. (4.3)
Note that row(IX) and row(IY ) are not necessarily orthogonal. Furthermore, the orthogonality
of the joint and individual variation is imposed, i.e.,
row(JX) ⊥ row(IX),
row(JY ) ⊥ row(IY ).
(4.4)
It is shown in Feng et al. [2015] that the decomposition AX = JX + IX , AY = JY + IY subject
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to the constraints (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) is unique.
In practice, the noise matrices, EX , EY , will affect the estimators of the signal matrices,
AX , AY , respectively, which may result in an improper decomposition of the joint and individual
variation. The notion of an angle between 2 planes in 3-D space can be defined in terms of
principal angles between hyperplanes in the high dimensional case. Let A˜X and A˜Y be estimates
of AX and AY . If some subspaces of row(A˜X) and row(A˜Y ) have a small angle, they are
considered as potential estimates of the joint row space. Principal Angle Analysis (PAA) and
the generalized sinθ theorem provide a bound for the angle between two subspaces so that they
can be viewed as a single joint space. Practically, this bound cannot be directly used because
the error matrices EX and EY are not observable. Feng et al. [2015] proposed a bootstrap based
method to provide estimates for this bound, which is then used as the threshold for finding the
joint subspace. In particular, this subspace is found using a Principal Angle Analysis, which
is an appropriate singular value decomposition of the combined row spaces of A˜X and A˜Y .
AJIVE is easily extended to multiple data blocks by using this SVD on the concatenation of
multiple right singular vector matrices.
Figure 4.1 shows the analytical steps involved in AJIVE. The blue and orange matrices in
the first column are the two data blocks of the original data. AJIVE starts with their low
rank approximations, A˜X and A˜Y , which is done through separate SVDs. All SVDs in this
diagram are shown in green dotted boxes (columns 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9), with resulting separate
loadings (left boxes shown as columns 2 and 7, same as the PCA eigenvectors), singular values
(center boxes shown as columns 3 and 8) and scores (right boxes shown as columns 4 and 9).
The scores, i.e., the right singular matrices, are shown here as gray filled boxes in columns
4, 6 and 9. PAA is applied to the SVD scores to determine the row space (i.e., the scores
space) for the joint component (the two middle gray boxes in the sixth column). Performing
a basis-wise subtraction of this space from the the row space of AX and AY results in the
row spaces for individual signals (first and fourth gray rectangles in the sixth column). The
joint and individual signals can be derived by projecting A˜X and A˜Y to the corresponding row
spaces.
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Figure 4.1: Analytical steps of the AJIVE algorithm. Raw data on the left are input to separate SVD
low rank approximations (green boxes). Next steps use the separate SVD scores (all score
matrices are shown as gray boxes), first thresholding the Principal Angle Analysis to ob-
tain joint scores, then performing basis subtraction to obtain individual scores. Finally,
projection gives the AJIVE loadings.
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Figure 4.2: Data construction of the toy example. The first column presents the observed data matrices
X and Y , which are sums of the joint and individual signals and the noise, shown in the
remaining columns. This is a heat map view with entries colored according to the color bar
at the bottom of each panel. These structures are difficult to capture using conventional
methods due to different orders of magnitude of the numbers of features.
A toy example is provided in Figure 4.2. The matricesX and Y are 100×100 and 10000×100
simulated datasets, with each column representing a subject and each row a feature. Figure 4.2
shows several heat map views, with each entry colored according to the color bar at the bottom
of each matrix, which uses red as +, blue as -, and white for 0. The joint signals are rank
one matrices generated by a row vector which contrasts the first half of the subjects with the
second half. This is the only joint subject signature (joint signature for short). The individual
component for X is also rank one with a signature vector orthogonal to the joint signature and
similarly for the Y individual component. The only individual signature for X indicates three
groups of data objects, while the only individual signature for Y indicates 4 groups. These
two individual signatures are not orthogonal to each other. The noise matrices are random
Gaussian with the same standard deviation for each entry. The left column (X and Y ) is the
summation of the right three columns.
Figure 4.3 shows the AJIVE approximation for the observed X and Y in the toy example
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as well as the AJIVE estimation of the two types of signals. AJIVE captures both the joint
and individual signals and thus provides a good estimate of the true signals of X and Y in the
presence of noise.
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Figure 4.3: AJIVE estimation of the toy example. The first column shows the rank-2 approximations of
X and Y , the second for the estimated joint signals and the third for the individual signals.
The color scheme is the same as that in Figure 4.2. AJIVE captures these diverse types of
variation for each data block.
The PLS results for the toy example are shown in Figure 4.4, where the original data are
displayed in the first column, the PLS1 (rank-one approximation) and PLS2 in the second and
third, and rank-two approximation in the fourth. This shows that PLS poorly separates the
joint and individual variation despite giving a good rank 2 estimation of the original data. Feng
et al. [2015] provide another example where CCA and PLS fail to recover the true signals where
there is a large difference in the number of features in the individual datasets. Furthermore,
they also show the old version of AJIVE (Lock et al. [2013]) does not separate joint and
individual signals appropriately in their example.
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Figure 4.4: PLS estimation of the toy example. The first column shows observed X and Y . The
second and third show the PLS1 and PLS2, respectively. The fourth shows the rank-two
approximation. This shows that PLS recovers the true signal nicely in the rank 2 estimation,
but it poorly separates the joint and individual signals.
4.2 Data
In this section, we introduce the imaging and behavioral data from the HCP 500 subjects
release, where the subjects are healthy adults aged from 22 to 36 years old. We utilize the
subject-specific z-statistic maps provided in CIFTI (cortical surface plus subcortical gray mat-
ter, Glasser et al. [2013]) format of the HCP data from two different task categories: a working
memory/category specific representation task and a motor task. A detailed description of the
statistical model used to estimated the z-statistics is provided in Barch et al. [2013] and addi-
tional information about the data and CIFTI format is described in Glasser et al. [2013]. The
first task is a combination of 2 working memory tasks (0-back and 2-back) based on 4 different
categories of pictures (body parts, faces, places and tools). There are 8 task blocks in total
and in each task block, the participants were given pictures sequentially and asked to indicate
if the current picture was the same as a target picture (0-back task blocks) or the same as
the one that appeared 2 back (2-back task blocks). These are referred to here as the working
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memory category tasks for convenience. In particular, we use the z-statistic images (also called
statistical parametric maps) of contrasting 2-back and 0-back task blocks, referred as Case 1:
2-0 back contrast images. We also use the z-statistics from the 2-back tool task, which are not
contrasts. This is referred to as Case 2: 2-back tool images. In additional sessions, the subjects
completed motor tasks, where participants were asked to either tap their left or right fingers,
squeeze their left or right toes, or move their tongue. Here, we study the z-statistic images
contrasting the right finger-tapping task and the average of all motor tasks, abbreviated as
Case 3: motor right-hand, in our AJIVE analysis. In total, we use three different types of
imaging data: 2-0 back contrast images, 2-back tool images and the motor right-hand images.
These cases are shown here because they result in three different interesting AJIVE analyses.
Image data are vectorized for each subject and then the subjects’ data are concatenated to
form a data matrix, shown in the left part of Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: AJIVE analysis diagram of the HCP data, showing sources of loading vectors used in the
plots.
HCP also collected a set of behavioral measurements that are helpful for understanding
the relationship between brain activity and human function. Figure 4.6 shows the behav-
ioral variables for one participant. Their full description is provided in the Web Supplement
Section S8. There are 139 behavioral variables that can be categorized into eight domains: cog-
nition in the NIH toolbox (colored red; shortened as cognition), emotion in the NIH toolbox
(orange; emotion), motor in NIH toolbox (brown; motor), personality (green), delay discount-
ing (cyan; ddis), working memory accuracy (blue; wm acc), working memory reaction time
(magenta; wm rt), and others (e.g., spatial orientation and fluid intelligence; black). These
eight domains are straightforward to understand except perhaps delay discounting (ddis). As
described in Shamosh and Gray [2008] and Odum [2011], delay discounting is a tendency to
undervalue larger later rewards relative to smaller earlier rewards and is used to measure self-
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regulation/impulsivity. In the HCP study, a higher score indicates greater self-control. The
performance variables in the domains wm acc and wm rt are thought to be highly related to
the working memory category task, which suggests AJIVE is a promising method to study the
brain areas which are working memory and task-related. Additionally, the motor right-hand
images are expected to be only weakly related to the behavioral data and thus serve as a control
case.
Figure 4.6: Preprocessed behavioral data for one participant. The names of the behavioral variables are
displayed as the vertical text. They are grouped into eight domains and colored according
to the legend. Detailed information is provided in the Web Supplement Section S8.
4.3 Data preprocessing
In this section, some necessary data preprocessing steps handling missing data and ex-
tensively different scales of behavioral variables are carried out before AJIVE analysis. After
careful selection of the behavioral variables, the dimension of the behavioral data is 139× 541,
with 139 behavioral variables for 541 participants. Missing data deserves careful consideration
before analysis is performed. Among those 541 subjects, 489 have both working memory tfMRI
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and motor tfMRI, and were considered in the subsequent analysis.
Figure 4.7 shows the missing data pattern for the behavioral data. The left panel shows the
number of missing variables for each subject. The red line is the threshold of 10 (around 7% of
the total number of variables). There were 2 subjects missing more than 14% of variables and
consequently were excluded. The right panel shows the number of subjects missing for each
variable. It is seen from the right panel that no variable has more than 20 subjects missing
(accounting for 4% after exclusion of these two subjects). This small proportion of missing was
imputed with the corresponding variable median. After this data cleaning, the dimension of
the behavioral data matrix is 139× 487.
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Figure 4.7: Missings in the behavioral data. Left panel: the number of variables missing for each subject.
2 subjects have more than 10 variables missing. Right panel: the number of subjects missing
for each behavioral variable after excluding the 2 subjects. All of them have less than 20
subjects missing, which account for at most 4% of the remaining 487 subjects. This indicates
that imputing the missing values with the corresponding variable median is appropriate.
Figure 4.8 shows a representative sample of the marginal distributions of the behavioral
variables. The upper left panel displays the summary statistics, where the variables are sorted
on their standard deviations. The horizontal axis indexes the sorted 139 variables. The blue
curve is the curve of the standard deviations. It shows that some of the variables are more
spread than others by several orders of magnitude. An equally spaced grid of these sorted
139 variables is shown as the dashed vertical lines. Each line represents a variable and the 15
variables corresponding to these dashed lines are shown in the rest of the panels. For example,
the first dashed vertical line corresponds to the variable with the minimal standard deviation,
and its marginal distribution is shown in the panel next to the upper left panel. The red circles
in the marginal distributions plot represent the female participants and the blue plusses the
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males. The standard deviation of the variables range from 0.037 to 13913, indicating a strong
need for normalization. Note that some variables (for example, in the second row and the fourth
column) look very skewed. Figure 4.9 provides a similar view of the marginal distributions of
the variables except that the variables are now sorted on their skewness instead of their standard
deviations. The variable with minimal skewness is Noise Comp and its skewness is around −19
which is driven by an outlier (−99). This −99 may represent miscoded missing data, which
is replaced by the median of this variable before further analysis. Marrs Errs has the largest
skewness of 6.4. Again, an outlier has a great impact. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 obviously indicate a
strong need for transformation that can cope with both different scales and strong skewness.
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Figure 4.8: Marginal distributions of behavioral variables sorted on standard deviation. The upper left
panel shows the summary statistics for the behavioral variables. The variables are sorted on
their standard deviations and the blue curve shows the curve of standard deviations. The
marginal distributions of 15 variables are shown here based on an equally spaced grid in the
sorted variables. The red circles denote females and the blue plusses represent males. The
scales of the variables vary by several orders of magnitude, suggesting a need for normaliza-
tion.
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Figure 4.9: Marginal distributions of behavioral variables sorted on skewness. The skewness range for
the behavioral variables is [−18.91, 6.46]. This shows the need for transformations to reduce
skewness.
We use the shifted logarithm transformation, winsorisation and standardization developed
by Feng et al. [2016]. This transformation is performed on each feature and improves the
closeness of the feature distributions to normality. In particular, the transformation function
of a feature x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is
φβ(xi) =

log(xi −min(x1, x2, ..., xn) + | 1βR|) g(x) > 0
− log(max(x1, x2, ..., xn)− xi + | 1βR|) g(x) < 0
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where β is a tuning parameter for the amount of skewness adjusted. That implementation
optimizes over β ranging from 0.01 to 9 with an equal spacing of 0.01. The range is R =
max(x1, x2, ..., xn) − min(x1, x2, ..., xn) and g(x) is the sample skewness, defined as g(x) =
1
n
∑n
i=1(xi−x¯)3
( 1
n
∑n
i=1(xi−x¯)2)
3
2
, which is used only to determine whether a right or left skewness adjustment
is applied. Choosing a grid of values for β, this transformation is performed in the following
steps for each grid value of β:
Step 1. Apply the transformation function to the feature vector.
Step 2. Standardize the transformed feature vector using
x˜i =
xi−medianj(xj)
mediani(|xi−medianj(xj)|) and winsorise any existing extreme observations. Re-standardize
the feature vector after the winsorisation.
Step 3. Calculate the Anderson-Darling test statistic.
Select β to minimize the Anderson-Darling statistic and the corresponding transformed result
is the final transformed feature. This transformation copes with either right or left skewness
and aims to make the data close to Gaussian.
Figure 4.10 shows the marginal distributions of the behavioral variables after the application
of the shifted logarithm transformation, winsorisation and standardization sorted on skewness.
Because of the standardization, the standard deviation of each variable is close to 1, so sorting
on the standard deviation is not informative. It is seen from Figure 4.10 that the range of
skewness is (−4.6252, 1.631), i.e., there is much less skewness after transformation. Note that
Noise Comp in Figure 4.9 is no longer the minimizer in Figure 4.10. This is because the outlying
red circle on the left is replaced by the median of the variable. Mars Err is also no longer the
maximizer, because the right outlying red circle is moved to the range of other data in the
winsorisation step thus reducing the skewness.
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Figure 4.10: Marginal distributions of behavioral variables after transformation sorted on skewness. The
skewness range from −4.62 to 0.96, which is much closer to Gaussian than Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.11 provides the marginal distributions for the image variables (each location is a
variable) sorted on standard deviation and skewness. It is seen from the left panel that the
range of their standard deviations is (1.45, 3.52) and thus the image variables are approximately
in the same scales. This may be because of the fact that the activity images are the image
of z statistics. In the right panel, the skewnesses range from −0.95 to 1.19 and the marginal
distributions look roughly Gaussian. Both panels in Figure 4.11 suggest no strong need of
transformation for the image variables. After data cleaning, the dimensions for the imaging
and behavioral data matrices are 91,282×487 and 139× 487, respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Marginal distributions of image variables sorted on standard deviation and skewness. Left:
standard variation. The standard deviations range from 1.49 to 3.52, indicating that the im-
age variables are in same scales. Right: skewness. The range of the skewness is (−0.95, 1.19)
and thus the variables look roughly Gaussian distributed. Both the same scales and roughly
Gaussian distribution suggest no need of transformation for the image variables.
4.4 Results
This section applies AJIVE to the preprocessed behavioral data and activity images de-
scribed in Section 4.2 in the three cases of: 1) 2-0 back contrast images; 2) 2-back tool images;
and 3) motor right-hand images. These three cases were carefully chosen in terms of how much
related signal is expected to be found in the joint component. In the first case, the contrast
images are designed to selectively eliminate the activations that are common to both 0-back
task blocks and 2-back task blocks, e.g., the activation in the visual network. Hence, the signals
associated with working memory in this case should be the strongest among the three. In the
second case, the effect of the visual network is expected to be an important driver of the image
signals and may be a distraction from discovering the effect of the working memory system.
The 2-back tool task block is chosen over the other 7 task blocks because it was seen in Barch
et al. [2013] to have less category specific activation. In the third case, none of the behavioral
variables were collected during the motor task and thus the behavioral data are thought to be
at most weakly related to the activity images. Hence, no or weak signals are expected in the
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joint component.
An overview of the AJIVE analysis of the HCP data appears in Figure 4.5. The analysis for
the 91,282 ×487 image data and 139×487 behavioral datasets took approximately 2.6 minutes
in Matlab with a 2.7 GHz processor. The initial vectorization of the z-maps is shown on the
left. Conventional separate SVD analyses are shown at the top and bottom. Recall that the
detailed AJIVE steps are depicted in Figure 4.1. The low rank approximation in the first step
of the AJIVE analysis (column 4 in Figure 4.1) is based on an inspection of the scree plots
shown in Section 4.4.1.
After the application of AJIVE in the three cases, we study the SVD view of the joint and
individual signals. The visualization of scores, which is useful for understanding relationships
between participants, are not shown because they are approximately Gaussian (Figure 4.11)
and thus not very informative. This may be due to the fact that only healthy young adults are
included in the HCP data, and thus the subjects are relatively homogeneous. Score plots tend
to be very useful when there are important subgroups of participants. More insightful for these
data are loadings plots, which are the entries of the left singular vectors (denoted as SVD1,
SVD2, etc.) indicated with green arrows in Figure 4.5. Then the image loadings are displayed
on the cortical surface (e.g., Figure 4.16) and in volume space for the subcortical structures (e.g.,
Figure 4.19). The behavioral data loadings are plotted as colored bar plots as in Figure 4.14.
The SVD loadings are especially useful for finding the corresponding brain areas responsible
for the joint and individual signals as well as indicating involved behavioral variables. For
comparison, SVD is first applied to separate behavioral and image data to establish a baseline.
Here, we focus on interpreting the results for the cortical surface. We provide a figure for
the subcortical results for Case 1 in Section 4.4.3. The terminologies separate SVD, joint
SVD and individual SVD are used to label these three analyses. In particular, these SVD
results are the loadings shown in Figure 4.5. The three cases all share the same behavior data,
and consequently the separate SVD of the behavior is identical for all cases (Section 4.4.2).
The following three subsections show the main results for the three cases, respectively. The
significance assessment of our AJIVE results is shown in the last subsection.
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4.4.1 AJIVE low rank approximations
A challenge is to choose the initial ranks for AJIVE analysis, which aims to remove the
noise. In this section, we first apply SVD to each dataset and then choose the low ranks based
on the scree plot. For example, the upper left panel in Figure 4.12 shows the scree plot of the
behavior data, where the vertical axis is the log10(singular value). The biggest jump happens
after the 4th component, but the first four components contain much less than 50% of the
variation. The red dashed line represents choosing 10 components (10 blue circles above the
line and the jump from 10th circle to 11th is relatively large compared to subsequent jumps),
which seems to be an appropriate initial rank for behavioral data. The scree plots of the image
data in each of the three cases are shown in the remaining 3 panels, respectively. Note that for
the image data, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is very low. We choose an initial rank (14, 12,
13) in each case to result in the joint component having rank greater than 2, shown again as
the red dashed lines. The resulting joint ranks from the AJIVE analysis in the three cases are
4, 3, and 2 respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Rank selection. Upper Left: scree plot of the behavioral data. The red lines are chosen
based on the jump of adjacent points after containing 50% of the variation. The remaining
three panels show the image scree plots and the choices of the initial ranks.
The above scree plot strategy appears to be useful because it gives satisfactory results.
However, a major disadvantage is that this procedure requires users to manually choose appro-
priate rank and its significance assessment is not available. Therefore, we tried choosing initial
ranks using permutation tests to select the ranks automatically based on Dray [2008]. This
gave grossly overfit results (92, 104, 89 for images in three cases and 19 for behavior data). The
following figure compares the AJIVE joint SVD1 using the initial rank from this permutation
test and that using our scree plot method for Case 2. It clearly shows that our scree plot
method on the right gives much more relevant results. This may be because the permutation
test given in the chapter was designed for relatively low dimensional data. This shows that
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SVD rank selection remains an interesting open problem for future research.
Figure 4.13: Comparison of the AJIVE results based on two different initial rank selection approaches
in Case 2. Left: the permutation test based on Dray [2008]. Right: scree plot rank choice.
It shows that our scree plot procedure gives much more relevant results.
4.4.2 Separate SVD on behavioral data
Bar plots for the behavioral variables, which show the entries, i.e., loadings, of the SVD1,
SVD2 and SVD3 direction vectors are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Variables are colored as
in Figure 4.6. We observe the following: 1) the SVD1 direction captures the variation of good
or bad overall in-task working memory performance; 2) the SVD2 reveals a mode of variation
which seems to be related to thoughtfulness and deliberation; 3) the SVD3 characterizes positive
versus negative emotion and personality. Each of these points is discussed in detail as follows.
(1) SVD1 direction reveals the variation associated with overall in-task working memory
performance. The SVD1 loadings in Figure 4.17(a) show that the blue working memory ac-
curacy (wm acc) variables and the magenta working memory reaction time (wm rt) variables
are important drivers with opposite signs. (Note that the sign of each loading vector is not
identifiable, so the pertinent information is whether variables in different domains have the
same or opposite signs.) This makes intuitive sense because shorter reaction time is related to
better in-task performance, and better performance results in higher accuracy which explains
a large part of the variation in the sample of subjects. Furthermore, the variables in cognition
(red) listed in the Web Supplement S8 measure picture sequence memory, attention and in-
hibitory control, speed of processing, etc. The higher cognitive variables are similarly related
to better in-task performance. Greater delay discounting (cyan) values imply an individual dis-
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counts future gains less, which indicates greater self-control. Hence, higher values are related
with better in-task performance. Thus, the SVD1 direction corresponds well with good or bad
working memory task performance.
(2) SVD2 reveals a mode of variation which seems to be related to thoughtfulness and de-
liberation. Figure 4.17(b) shows the SVD2 loadings. The variables in the domains of delay
discounting (cyan) and working memory reaction time (magenta) are the major contributors
to this mode of variation and work in the same direction. Interestingly, SVD2 reveals a mode
of variation in which greater self-control is associated with slower reaction time, which may be
related to more thoughtful and deliberate subjects.
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(a) SVD1 loadings
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Figure 4.14: SVD1/SVD2 loadings of the behavioral data. (a): SVD1, the variables in the domain
of cognition in the NIH toolbox (red), delay discounting (cyan; ddis), working memory
accuracy (blue; wm acc) and working memory reaction time (magenta; wm rt) showing
that the SVD1 direction corresponds well with overall in-task memory. (b): SVD2, the
variables in the domains of ddis (cyan) and wm rt (magenta) work together, suggesting
variation in thoughtfulness and delibration. Same color scheme as in Figure 4.6 is used.
(3) SVD3 characterizes positive versus negative emotion and personality. Figure 4.15(a)
shows the SVD3 loadings. In this mode, relatively fewer variables stand out than in SVD1 and
SVD2. In particular, the variables in the emotion (orange) and personality (green) domains
have the largest loadings for SVD3. Figure 4.15(b) studies the variables in those two domains in
more detail. The variables highlighted by the red rectangle are the negative emotion variables
measuring anger, hostility, fear, sadness, etc. These variables work in one direction. Others
highlighted by the cyan rectangle measure positive emotion variables, e.g., life satisfaction,
positive affect and friendship, which as expected work in the other direction. A similar pat-
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tern shows up for the variables in the personality domain where four of the five personality
variables show substantial variation. Among those four, the variables measuring agreeableness,
conscientiousness and extraversion point in the opposite direction of the variable measuring
neuroticism. SVD3 is thus about variation in terms of positive versus negative emotion and
personality.
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(b) SVD3 loadings zoom in
Figure 4.15: (a): SVD3 loadings of the behavioral data. Variables in domains of emotion (orange) and
personality (green) are the major factors for SVD3. (b): A zoom in of these variables.
Note that the variables measuring positive emotion or personality work in one direction
while the negative variables work in the other direction. Same color scheme as in Figure
4.6 is used.
4.4.3 Case 1: AJIVE on behavioral and working memory 2-0 back image data
In this section, we compare the separate SVDs with the full AJIVE analysis in Case 1
using the first two SVD loadings, shown in Figures 4.16, 4.18 and 4.19. Figures 4.16 and
4.18 are loadings in the cortical surface, while Figure 4.19 shows the results in the subcortical
gray matter regions. We observe that: 1) separate SVD (the first four rows in the first column,
Figure 4.16) splits the working memory network signal between the first two components; 2) the
AJIVE joint SVD1 component (the second row, second column, Figure 4.16) uses behavioral
information to capture the full activation in the working memory related regions in a single
component and the AJIVE individual component captures the task unrelated overall activation;
3) PLS1 (the fifth row, second column, Figure 4.16) gives a similar but arguably inferior result
compared to the AJIVE joint SVD1 component; 4) CCA (Figure 4.18) does not characterize
the working memory related signals; and 5) Results in subcortical regions (Figure 4.19) are
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consistent with the cortical surface.
Figure 4.16: Overview of Case 1 (2-0 back). Separate SVD1/SVD2 loadings on the behavior are similar
to joint SVD1/SVD2 loadings. The joint image SVD1 strengthens the working memory
related signals because the strong task unrelated signals go to the individual component.
AJIVE separates out intuitively sensible individual components and concentrates on the
important activation in the joint component. The strong variation in overall activation
appearing in the individual component shows that is not associated with behavior.
(1) The separate SVD splits the signal. The separate SVD1 and SVD2 loadings of the
image data displayed on the cortical surface are shown as the second and fourth rows in the
first column of Figure 4.16, respectively. Both panels are colored according to the color bar
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on their right. In all such displays in this section, the range of the corresponding loadings is
used as the range of the color and 0 is colored as black. The overall red pattern in the SVD1
loadings indicates this mode of variation is driven by different levels of overall activation among
the subjects. This SVD1 pattern is similar to that for the 2-back tool and motor right-hand
tasks studied in later sections, and thus does not seem to be task specific. SVD1 also shows
some hot spots indicated by the yellow circles. In the SVD2 loadings, these same red spots
contrast with adjacent regions. To examine whether these regions are working memory related,
we compare the separate SVD2 loadings with the group level analysis of the 500-subject release
of the HCP data (lower right panel), which is an updated version of the analysis of Barch et al.
[2013]. Independent studies (Satterthwaite et al. [2013]) have found similar working memory
related areas in the brain. Relative to this group level result, the separate SVD2 discovers some
of the working memory related signals. However, they are not as strong as those in the group
level result because this important signal is split between SVD1 and SVD2 as shown using the
circles in the first column.
(2) AJIVE focuses the working memory related signal into one component. The AJIVE
joint SVD1 loadings of the imaging data (the second row, second column) show the full extent
of the working memory related regions. This is because the AJIVE joint signals in the image
data share a common row space with those in the behavioral data, thus concentrating that
signal. A major part of this common information is working memory 2-0 back task-related.
Thus, the joint SVD in the joint image block captures much more of the working memory
associated signals than does separate SVD, and focuses on this instead of splitting it between
SVD1 and SVD2. Additionally, the joint variation in the subcortical gray matter regions is
also similar to the patterns observed in the group analysis (Figure 4.19). For the behavioral
SVD1 in the top row, the joint and separate are very similar. This shows that much of
the natural behavioral variation is associated with this task. More specifically, the working
memory task-related behavioral variables (blue and magenta, first row and second column) are
important drivers for the joint signals and appear in the joint, in which the wm acc (blue)
and wm rt (magenta) variables have opposite signs. In the second row, the overall red pattern
in the separate image SVD1 is captured by the AJIVE individual component, showing that
the variation of overall brain activity across participants is not associated with these behavior
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variables. On the other hand, the working memory related signal (highlighted with circles)
appears in the joint component. Hence, through the AJIVE integration with behavioral data,
the task unrelated signal goes to the individual variation and task-related signal is enhanced in
the joint signals in the AJIVE result. The third row shows the separate, joint and individual
SVD2 loadings for the behavioral data. Again, the separate loadings are very similar to the
joint loadings. This suggests that the possible link between the ddis (cyan) variables and the
wm rt (magenta) variables noticed in the separate SVDs is also associated with this task. In
the fourth row, both separate and joint components appear to be somewhat associated with
working memory. However, in the Euclidean space of the 91,282 image variables, the joint
SVD1 and SVD2 direction vectors are orthogonal, so there is an important contrast between
these, apparently in terms of working memory regions shown in the upper part of the display.
This is a potential new discovery about how behavior variables relate to brain activity. Again,
the individual signals are not or are only weakly working memory related. Thus, AJIVE has
proven to be very effective at finding the activation patterns responsible for working memory
in the human brain.
(3) PLS gives a result similar to the AJIVE joint SVD1 component but with less contrast.
An alternative to AJIVE is to use PLS to relate imaging and behavioral data. The first PLS
(PLS1) loadings of the behavior and image are shown as the first and second column in the fifth
row. They are quite similar to the first AJIVE joint loadings, but a careful look suggests that the
color contrast between the working memory associated regions (precuneus and superior frontal
gyrus) and the rest (e.g. paracentral lobule) are sharper in the joint SVD1 loadings, which are
also more similar to the group level analysis. Figure 4.17 provides a more clear comparison.
As highlighted in the yellow ovals, AJIVE has greater contrast in the activated regions of the
precuneus and superior frontal gyrus and the inactivated regions of the paracentral lobule. This
suggests that the AJIVE joint results are slightly better than PLS in Case 1. This can also be
justified by the fact that the correlation between the AJIVE joint SVD1 and the group level
analysis is 0.9008, slightly higher than PLS1 whose correlation with the group level analysis is
0.8888. Hence, AJIVE provides an improvement over PLS for finding the common signals in
this case. We will also see in Case 2 that AJIVE outperfoms PLS.
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(a) PLS1
(b) AJIVE joint SVD1
Figure 4.17: Comparison of PLS1 and AJIVE joint SVD1 in Case 1. This suggests slightly better
performance by AJIVE.
(4) CCA does not work for HDLSS data. CCA is another classical way to explore the
relationships between two data blocks with a common set of subjects. However, Classical CCA
is not defined because of a non-invertible covariance matrix when the number of locations is
greater than the number of subjects. For example, the image data matrix in our study has
dimension 91282 × 487, whose rank is 486 after centering. The behavioral data matrix is
139 × 487. For any row in the behavioral data matrix, there is a linear combination of any
independent 486 row vectors in the image data matrix that has maximum correlation with this
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row of the behavioral data matrix. Thus, the first loadings for the image will have at most 486
non-zero entries, shown in Figure 4.18. Most of the locations are zeros colored in gray (which
results in low resolution and thus shown separately from Figure 4.16). Hence, CCA does not
characterize the working memory related signals. CCA can still be computed for example using
a generalized inverse approach, but this is useless for data analysis because of gross overfitting.
Figure 4.18: CCA result in Case 1. The colored points are the non-zero entries on the cortical surface
for the first loadings of the image data from CCA. The zero entries are colored gray. This
strongly indicates that CCA is not an appropriate method in HDLSS case.
(5) Results in the subcortical gray matter regions are similar to cortical results. Figure
4.18 shows the AJIVE results in the subcortical gray matter. In the first row, the separate
SVD1 captures the overall red pattern, which also shows up in the AJIVE individual SVD1.
The activation pattern in the joint SVD1 is similar to the group level analysis as well as the
PLS1. Those results in the subcortical regions are consistent with the cortical surface, while
the visualization of the cortical surface is much better than the subcortical gray matter. Thus,
the remaining parts focus on the interpretation on the cortical surface.
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Figure 4.19: Subcortical results in Case 1. The overall red pattern in the separate PC1 goes to the
individual component, while the activation pattern in the joint variation is similar to the
group level analysis. The PLS1 also finds similar activation patterns in the subcortical
regions as the group level analysis.
4.4.4 Case 2: AJIVE on behavioral and 2-back tools image data
In this section, we compare the separate SVD with the AJIVE joint component in Case
2, shown in Figure 4.20. We observe the following: 1) the separate SVD reveals some visual
effects in SVD2 and working memory related variation in SVD4; 2) the AJIVE joint component
finds variation associated with both vision and working memory in a single component; 3) the
AJIVE individual components capture variation in overall activation and the default mode
network; 4) PLS1 poorly highlights the working memory network.
(1) Separate SVD detects the visual effect and the working memory effect in SVD2 and
SVD4, respectively. The first 4 separate SVD loadings of the image data are shown in the
first column of Figure 4.20. As in Case 1, the overall red pattern shows up in the SVD1
loadings, which reflects differing levels of overall activation among the participants. In the
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SVD2 loadings, the hot spots in the black circles are the signals in the occipital lobe, which
is the visual processing center of the brain as discussed in Sereno and Allman [1991], Kosslyn
et al. [1995] and Howard et al. [1998]. In SVD3, the red spots in the green ovals are effects
in the default mode network. This network is found in at-rest individuals and is associated
with mental processes such as daydreaming and mind-wandering (Buckner et al. [2008]). This
mode of variation may capture the activation pattern during the intertask intervals. The SVD4
loadings appear to find some signals associated with working memory as shown in the Joint
SVD1 image in Figure 4.16. But some activation (e.g., the hot spot in the brown circle) appears
to extend to the prefrontal cortex. Hence, there is no clear boundary of the working memory
related regions. Comparing Figure 4.20 with the separate image in Figure 4.16, the working
memory associated effect is much weaker in Case 2 (SVD4) than Case 1 (SVD1 and SVD2).
This confirms our expectation that the visual effect is a major effect in Case 2, which tends
to dominate the effect associated with working memory. More importantly, unlike AJIVE, the
separate SVD gives no information about which component is working memory related because
it does not integrate the imaging data with behavior.
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Figure 4.20: Overview of Case 2 (2-back tool). The first column shows the separate SVDs. SVD1 is
again the overall red pattern, SVD2 finds important variation in the visual cortex, SVD3
reveals an important variation related to the default mode network and SVD4 feels some
working memory related variation. The AJIVE joint SVD1 captures both the vision effect
and working memory effect. The AJIVE individual component feels the overall activation
in SVD1 and the variation in default mode network in SVD3. The PLS1 loadings show less
contrast in memory related regions versus other regions, e.g., precuneus versus paracentral
lobule.
(2) AJIVE reveals visual and working memory effects using one joint component. The
first row second column shows the AJIVE joint SVD1 loadings, which detects the variation
associated with working memory and gives a much cleaner boundary of the working memory
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area, highlighted with brown circle, than that in the separate SVD4. It also captures the signals
in the visual network found in the separate SVD2 shown in the black circles. In the 2-back
tool task block, vision and working memory effects are two important task-related effects and
are found in the first AJIVE joint component. Although the working memory related signal is
weaker in this case than that in Case 1, AJIVE is able to recover it in the joint component.
(3) The AJIVE individual components capture variation in overall activation and the default
mode network. As in Case 1, the variation of the overall activation in the separate SVD1 goes
to the AJIVE individual SVD1. Additionally, the variation in the default mode network,
highlighted with green circles, is expected to be task unrelated, which is reflected by the fact
that it is captured in the AJIVE individual SVD3. This valuable information from the AJIVE
individual component is not accessible through PLS. The individual SVD2 reflects a different
aspect of variation in the vision system, which is unrelated to behavior variation. It is shown
in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21: AJIVE individual SVD2 loadings in Case 2. The hot spot shows some variation associated
with the vision system. This reflects a different aspect of variation in the vision system,
which is unrelated to behavioral variation.
(4) PLS1 is a mixture of AJIVE joint SVD1 and individual SVD1. The PLS1 direction finds
some activation in the working memory network. However, comparing the AJIVE joint SVD1
to PLS, the first joint component in AJIVE has greater contrast in the activated regions of the
precuneus and superior frontal gyrus and the inactivated regions of the paracentral lobule. This
may be because PLS1 does not separate the individual signals from the task related signals.
For example, the right lateral view in the right cerebral hemisphere (the top right one in each
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panel) in PLS1 is a mixture of AJIVE joint SVD1 and individual SVD1.
4.4.5 Case 3: AJIVE on behavioral and motor image data
This case serves as a control because the behavioral data is predicted to be less related
to the image data. We observe that 1) there are only weak task-related signals, i.e., signals
associated with the motor system, in the joint component; and 2) these weak signals are most
related to the out-of-task motor behavioral variables.
(1) Motor related variation is largely captured by the AJIVE individual component. The first
column in Figure 4.22 shows the first three SVDs in the separate analysis. The SVD1 finds the
overall activation across participants, the SVD2 detects the effect of the default mode network,
and the SVD3 reveals some new signal highlighted in the yellow oval which is associated with
the motor cortex. The first two modes of variation are not behavior related and thus appear in
the individual SVD1 and SVD2 in the AJIVE analysis in the third column. The signal related
to the motor cortex in the separate SVD3 is also found in the AJIVE individual component
shown in the lower right panel. This is appropriate because the behavioral data contains very
few explicit motor related variables.
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Figure 4.22: Overview of Case 3 (motor right-hand). The behavior unrelated activation patterns found
in the separate SVD analysis including the overall red pattern in SVD1 and the activation
in the default mode network in SVD2 are also found in the AJIVE individual SVD1 and
SVD2 loadings. Additionally, the separate SVD3 captures the signal associated with the
motor cortex shown in the highlighted region in the yellow oval, which also appears in
individual SVD3 loadings. The AJIVE joint component in the second column only feels a
very weak signal in the motor cortex.
(2) The out-of-task motor variables contribute to the weak motor signals in the AJIVE joint
component. Compared with the individual SVD3 loadings, the joint SVD1 and SVD2 loadings
(the second column, the joint space in this case is rank-two) contain a very weak signal in
the motor cortex, which is consistent with our expectation. Figure 4.23 shows the joint SVD1
loadings of the behavioral data, where the brown variables highlighted in the blue rectangle
are those out-of-task motor variables including dexterity, gait speed, endurance, strength, etc.
(detailed information can be found in the Supplement). Relative to the joint SVD1 loadings in
Case 1, shown in the first row and second column in Figure 4.16, the brown behavioral variables
in Case 3 have a much greater impact on the joint component than in Case 1. This suggests
that they have a relatively stronger contribution to the rather weak motor cortex related signal
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found in the joint component.
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Figure 4.23: Joint SVD1 of behavior. The variables in the motor domain (brown) contribute in a
relatively stronger way to the weak signal associated with the motor cortex in the AJIVE
joint component.
4.4.6 Assessment of significance
A measure of the AJIVE performance is the joint image energy (the sum of squares of
the entries of the joint image matrix) shown in each panel as a vertical green line. To assess
the statistical significance, we use a permutation procedure. In particular, we permute the
columns in the behavioral matrices 5000 times in each of the three cases and Figure 4.24 shows
the results. For each panel, a black point is the joint image energy from one permutation
and the black curve represents a density estimation. The p value and z scores measure the
statistical significance. The empirical p value is the proportion of the black dots to the right
of the green line which is a measure of statistical significance. Further comparison comes from
the z scores which record how many standard deviations above the mean the green line is with
respect to black dots. They show that AJIVE results in Case 1 and Case 2 are significant, with
stronger significance for Case 1, while the results in Case 3 are not significant. This provides
a statistical validation of our joint SVD results.
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(c) Case 3
Figure 4.24: Permutation tests for statistical significance. The green vertical lines show the AJIVE joint
image energies, the black dots show the joint image energies from permutations, and the
black curves show density estimations. The AJIVE joint signals found in Case 1 and Case
2 are significant, while the joint signal in Case 3 is insignificant.
4.5 Discussion
In this study, we demonstrate that AJIVE is a powerful new method for integrating be-
havioral and imaging data. Through explicit separation of variation into joint and individual
components, AJIVE leads to new scientific insights of activation patterns related and unrelated
to human behavior. In addition to the two-block version analyzed here, multi-block AJIVE is
available for the study of more than two data types, such as integrating genomic, behavioral,
and imaging data.
We illustrated the usefulness of AJIVE with three analyses. All analyses used the same
behavioral dataset comprising the out-of-task HCP behavioral data as well as variables mea-
suring the in-task memory performance. In Case 1, we analyzed the z-statistics from the 2-back
versus 0-back memory contrast, and found that the joint SVD1 component in the imaging data
captured the working memory network and the joint component in the behavioral data had
comparatively large loadings on the in-task memory performance variables, while the individ-
ual image SVD1 component captured an overall activation that was spatially homogeneous.
In Case 2, we analyzed the z-statistics from the 2-back tool task and found that the working
memory network was more clearly delineated in the joint SVD1 component from the AJIVE
analysis than a comparable PLS analysis. Moreover, the AJIVE analysis revealed that parts
of the default mode network were captured by the individual SVD3 component. In Case 3,
we analyzed the z-statistics from the right finger-tapping motor task. A weak signal in the
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right-hand motor cortex was found in the joint components SVD1 and SVD2, which coincided
with larger loadings in the joint SVD1 of the motor-domain out-of-task HCP behavioral vari-
ables, while a strong signal in the right-hand motor cortex was found in the individual SVD3
component, which is consistent with the fact that no in-task motor performance variables were
included in the analysis. The individual SVD1 component identified an overall activation that
was relatively spatially homogeneous, and individual SVD2 clearly delineated the default mode
network.
The current implementation of AJIVE relies on a scree plot visual tuning to estimate the
ranks of the signal subspaces AX and AY . Hence, an interesting future direction is to objectively
determine these initial ranks and assess their significance in the AJIVE analysis.
Because the computational core of AJIVE is essentially singular value decompositions,
AJIVE is also capable of tackling larger scale data challenges. For example, instead of sum-
marizing the time series of MRI images by the z-statistic images, a more direct extraction of
behavior related information from the time series could come from taking the full time series
as one AJIVE data block. In this way, the imaging matrix becomes Td × n and the loadings
would also be a time series of images. Incorporating the temporal information can be useful
for studying the change in brain activation patterns.
Another potential AJIVE application is to use different task data to isolate a signal of
interest, such as separating the working memory signal from the visual signal. In Case 1,
we relied upon predefined contrasts to define the imaging data, but one could pursue a data-
based approach for contrasting conditions. Future work could explore including the 2-back
z-statistics as one dataset and the 0-back z-statistics as a second dataset. Then the working
memory related variation is expected to be captured in a component of the individual variation
of the 2-back task, since the working memory related regions of the brain are expected to be
activated in the 2-back task but not the 0-back task.
Interpretation of the insights found by AJIVE can be a tricky issue, for example driven by
potential confounders. There are several approaches to dealing with this. One is to consider the
confounders to be responses in a linear regression, then apply AJIVE to the resulting residuals.
A conceptual weakness of this, and other regression based approaches (such as defining an
individual component using residuals from a regression with canonical variates/latent variables
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in CCA/PLS) is that regression works in an asymmetric predictive fashion, which goes in the
wrong direction. A major strength of AJIVE in this context is that it treats all variables in
a symmetric fashion (with respect to prediction), so we recommend a multi-block approach to
AJIVE, adding a third block containing the confounders. The individual component of AJIVE
also differs from regression residual methods through noise reduction, accomplished in the first
AJIVE step.
4.6 AJIVE alternative
In this section, we introduce a new method, score CCA, whose main goal is to do a low
rank approximation for two data matrices simultaneously. It is motivated by the PCA low
rank approximation and happens to be similar to the AJIVE method. We first give a brief
introduction to CCA. For two data blocks XdX×n and YdY ×n, the objective of CCA is to find
the linear combinations of the rows of X and the linear combinations of rows of Y which have
maximum correlation with each other. Without loss of generality assume that data blocks
X and Y are row centered. Let SXX = XX
′, SY Y = Y Y ′ and SXY = XY ′. The CCA
optimization problem is
ρ = maxωx,ωycorr(ω
′
XX,ω
′
Y Y ) (4.5)
subject to
ω′XSXXωX = ω
′
Y SY Y ωY = 1. (4.6)
Subsequent directions are found by imposing the following constraints
ωiX
′
SXXω
i
X = ω
i
Y
′
SY Y ω
i
Y = 1, (4.7)
ωiX
′
SXXω
j
X = ω
i
Y
′
SY Y ω
j
Y = 0 for i 6= j, (4.8)
where i, j = 1, 2, ..., d, d = min(dX , dY ). Note that the directions in {ωiX , i = 1, 2, ..., d}, found
in the above optimization are not necessary orthogonal to each other, so do those in the set
{ωiY , i = 1, 2, ..., d}. This lack of orthogonality may lead to inefficient low rank approximation,
as we discussed below.
To overcome this problem in CCA low rank approximation, we recall the idea of PCA low
rank approximation. We use SVD on a row centered matrix Zd×n to perform PCA, i.e.
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Zd×n = Ud×rΣr×rV ′r×n, (4.9)
where r = rank(Z) and columns of U are the principal directions. Let U = (u1, u2, ..., ur).
Note that U ′U = I,
Z = UU ′UΣV ′ = UU ′Z = (u1, u2, ..., ur)

u′1
u′2
...
u′r

Z =
( r∑
i=1
uiu
′
i
)
Z. (4.10)
In this way, PCA rank one approximation of Z is u1u
′
1Z, and PCA rank two approximation is
(u1u
′
1 + u2u
′
2)Z and so on. These PCA low rank approximations are essentially same as the
Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem discussed in Eckart and Young [1936], but formed differently.
The decomposition in Equation (4.14) works essentially because {u1, u2, ..., ur} are orthonormal
in Rd and a low rank approximation follows accordingly.
We aim to apply the similar idea to developing new efficient CCA low rank approximation.
However, there are two major challenges. One is that CCA tends to find spurious directions
driven by sampling artifacts in HDLSS settings such as imaging data. To circumvent this
challenge, we applied a SVD low rank approximation separately on the input matrices to
remove the noise, similar to AJIVE low rank approximation, i.e.
X = AX + EX
Y = AY + EY .
(4.11)
The second one is that the optimal directions in both {ωiX , i = 1, 2, ..., d} and {ωiY , i = 1, 2, ..., d}
found in CCA are not orthogonal so that we can not use these directions to do low rank
approximation directly as in the PCA case. However, from Equations (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), if
SXX = SY Y = I, (4.12)
{ωiX , i = 1, 2, ..., d} and {ωiY , i = 1, 2, ..., d} are sets of orthogonal directions in RdX and RdY ,
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respectively, and each vector in these two sets is a unit vector. Note that the score matrix V
of the SVD in Equation (4.9) satisfies V ′V = I. Thus, we apply CCA to the transposes of the
score matrices of AX and AY , i.e. the rAX × n matrix V ′AX and the rAY × n matrix V ′AY from
the SVDs
AX = UAXΣAXV
′
AX
,
AY = UAY ΣAY V
′
AY
.
(4.13)
The corresponding two sets of unit and orthogonal vectors obtained are denoted as {ωiVAX , i =
1, 2, ..., d} and {ωi
VAY
′ , i = 1, 2, ..., d}. Similar to PCA low rank approximation, the CCA rank
k approximations of VAX
′ and VAY
′ are
(∑k
i=1 ω
i
VAX
ωiVAX
′)
VAX
′ and
(∑k
i=1 ω
i
VAY
ωiVAY
′)
V ′AY .
Putting these low rank approximations back to the original AX and AY in Equation (4.13), we
get the CCA rank k approximations of X and Y are
UAXΣAX
( k∑
i=1
ωiVAX
ωiVAX
′)
VAX
′, and
UAY ΣAY
( k∑
i=1
ωiVAY
ωiVAY
′)
VAY
′.
(4.14)
Hence, score CCA is performed in three steps,
1. separate low rank approximation shown in Equation 4.11,
2. CCA on the score matrices in Equation 4.13, and
3. joint low rank approximation shown in formula 4.14.
We call this approach score CCA due to the connection to score matrices. Score CCA happens
to be similar to the AJIVE method, which also focuses on VAX and VAY . Figures 4.25, 4.26
and 4.27 show the comparison of the AJIVE joint component and score CCA in Case 1, Case
2 and Case 3, respectively. For comparison purpose, we use the same low ranks in this method
as those in AJIVE. In all these three cases, the score CCA gives similar results to the AJIVE
method and the score CCA is also an effective way to find functional connectivity.
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(a) AJIVE joint SVD1 loadings (b) Score CC1 loadings
Figure 4.25: AJIVE and score CCA comparison in Case 1. The SVD1 loadings of AJIVE joint com-
ponent (left panel) is very similar to that of score CCA (right panel). It shows the score
CCA is also efficient for finding the working memory associated signals in Case 1.
(a) AJIVE joint SVD1 loadings (b) Score CC1 loadings
Figure 4.26: AJIVE and score CCA comparison in Case 2. The score CC1 loadings are again similar
to the AJIVE joint SVD1 loadings. The score CC1 loadings feel both the vision and the
working memory effect.
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(a) AJIVE joint SVD1 loadings (b) Score CC1 loadings
Figure 4.27: AJIVE and score CCA comparison in Case 3. As AJIVE joint SVD1 loadings, there is
very little motor related signal showed up in the score CC1 loadings.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates AJIVE integration of imaging and behavioral data from the
Human Connectome Project. Compared with traditional methods such as CCA and PLS,
AJIVE appears to more effectively identify the signal shared between two datasets. Unlike
traditional methods, AJIVE also allows an examination of the signal that is unique to each
dataset. Thus our analyses suggest AJIVE can be used to improve our understanding of brain
function and behavior.
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APPENDIX: DATA DICTIONARY
This Appendix provides a full description of the behavioral variables used in our paper.
Passages in quotations marks come directly from Elam [2014]. More detailed information
about the non in-task variables can be found there.
1. Cognition in NIH toolbox
1. Episodic Memory (Picture Sequence Memory): In this test, the participants were pre-
sented a sequence of pictured objects and activities in a fixed order on the computer screen.
They must remember and reproduce the order of pictures over two learning trails. Points were
given based on how many adjacent pairs of pictures they correctly placed. The length of se-
quence varied from 6-18 pictures and depends on age. Thus, in this category there are two
variables:
(1) PicSeq Unadj for the raw points, and
(2) PicSeq AgeAdj for points after adjusted by the age.
2. Executive function/cognitive flexibility (Dimensional Change Card Sort): DCCS is
widely used measure for cognitive flexibility. Participants were asked to sort a series of bi-
valent pictures to two targeted pictures, first according to one dimension (e.g., color) and then
according to the other (e.g., shape). Points were awarded based an a combination of accuracy
and reaction time.
(3) CardSort Unadj for the raw score, and
(4) CardSort AgeAdj for age adjusted.
3. Executive function/inhibition (Flanker Task): “The Flanker task measures both a par-
ticipant’s attention and inhibitory control. The test requires the participant to focus on a given
stimulus while inhibiting attention to stimuli (fish for ages 3-7 or arrows for ages 8-85) flanking
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it. Sometimes the middle stimulus is pointing in the same direction as the ‘flankers’ (congruent)
and sometimes in the opposite direction (incongruent). Scoring is based on a combination of
accuracy and reaction time, and the test takes approximately 3 minutes to administer. This
test is recommended for ages 3-85.” (Elam [2014]).
(5) Flanker Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(6) Flanker AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
4. Language/vocabulary comprehension (Picture Vocabulary): “This measure of receptive
vocabulary is administered in a computerized adaptive format. The respondent is presented
with an audio recording of a word and four photographic images on the computer screen and is
asked to select the picture that most closely matches the meaning of the word. This test takes
approximately 4 minutes to administer and is recommended for ages 3-85.” (Elam [2014]).
(7) PicVocab Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(8) PicVocab AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
5. Processing speed (Pattern Completion Processing Speed): “This test measures speed
of processing by asking participants to discern whether two side-by-side pictures are the same
or not. Participants’ raw score is the number of items correct in a 90-second period. The
items are designed to be simple to most purely measure processing speed. The test overall
takes approximately 3 minutes to administer. This test is recommended for ages 7-85, but is
available for use as young as age 3, if requested.” (Elam [2014]).
(9) ProcSpeed Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(10) ProcSpeed AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
6. Working memory (List Sorting): “This task assesses working memory and requires the
participant to sequence different visually- and orally-presented stimuli. Pictures of different
foods and animals are displayed with both a sound clip and written text that name the item.
The task has two different conditions: 1-List and 2-List. In the 1-List condition, participants
are required to order a series of objects (either food or animals) in size order from smallest
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to largest. In the 2-List condition, participants are presented both food and animals and
are asked to report the food in size order, followed by the animals in size order. Children
ages 3-6 have four practice items in each condition: two practice items in which the images
appear simultaneously on the screen and two practice items in which the images briefly ‘flash’
sequentially on the screen. Participants ages 7-85 have two practice items, both ‘flashing’ in
each condition. Different instructions are provided for 3-6 and 7-85 year olds in English and
for 3-6, 7-17 and 18-85 year olds in Spanish.” (Elam [2014]).
(11) ListSort Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(12) ListSort AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
7. Language/reading decoding (Oral Reading Recognition): “Separate but parallel reading
tests have been developed in English and in Spanish. In either language, the participant is asked
to read and pronounce letters and words as accurately as possible. The test administrator scores
them as right or wrong. For the youngest children, the initial items require them to identify
letters (as opposed to symbols) and to identify a specific letter in an array of 4 symbols. The
test is given via a computerized adaptive format and requires approximately 3 minutes. This
test is recommended for ages 7-85, but is available for use as young as age 3, if requested.”
(Elam [2014]).
(13) ReadEng Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(14) ReadEng AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
2. Emotion in NIH toolbox
1. Negative emotion
(15) AngAffect Unadj, NIH Toolbox anger-affect survey: unadjusted scale score.
(16) AngHostil Unadj, NIH Toolbox anger-hostility survey: unadjusted scale score.
(17) AngAggr Unadj, NIH Toolbox anger-physical Aggression survey: unadjusted scale score.
(18) FearAffect Unadj, NIH Toolbox fear-affect survey: unadjusted scale score.
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(19) FearSomat Unadj, NIH Toolbox fear-somatic arousal survey: unadjusted scale score.
(20) Sadness Unadj, NIH Toolbox sadness survey: unadjusted scale score.
(21) Loneliness Unadj, NIH Toolbox loneliness survey: unadjusted scale score.
(22) PercHostil Unadj, NIH Toolbox perceived hostility survey: unadjusted scale score.
(23) PercReject Unadj, NIH Toolbox perceived rejection survey: unadjusted scale score.
(24) PercStress Unadj, NIH Toolbox perceived stress survey: unadjusted scale score.
2. Positive emotion
(25) LifeSatisf Unadj, NIH Toolbox general life satisfaction survey: unadjusted scale score.
(26) MeanPurp Unadj, NIH Toolbox meaning and purpose survey: unadjusted scale score.
(27) PosAffect Unadj, NIH Toolbox positive affect survey: unadjusted scale score.
(28) Friendship Unadj, NIH Toolbox friendship survey: unadjusted scale score.
(29) EmotSupp Unadj, NIH Toolbox emotional support survey: unadjusted scale score.
(30) InstruSupp Unadj, NIH Toolbox instrumental support survey: unadjusted scale score
(31) SelfEff Unadj, NIH Toolbox self-efficacy survey: unadjusted scale score.
3. Motor in NIH toolbox
1. Endurance (2 min walk test): “This test is adapted from the American Thoracic Society’s
6-Minute Walk Test Protocol. This test measures sub-maximal cardiovascular endurance by
recording the distance that the participant is able to walk on a 50-foot (out and back) course in
2 minutes. The participant’s raw score is the distance in feet and inches walked in 2 minutes.
The test overall takes approximately 4 minutes to administer (with instructions and practice).
This test is recommended for ages 3-85.” (Elam [2014]).
(32) Endurance Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
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(33) Endurance AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
2. Locomotion (4-meter walk test): “This test is adapted from the American Thoracic
Society’s 6-Minute Walk Test Protocol. This test measures sub-maximal cardiovascular en-
durance by recording the distance that the participant is able to walk on a 50-foot (out and
back) course in 2 minutes. The participant’s raw score is the distance in feet and inches walked
in 2 minutes. The test overall takes approximately 4 minutes to administer (with instructions
and practice). This test is recommended for ages 3-85.” (Elam [2014]).
(34) GaitSpeed Comp.
3. Dexterity (9-hole Pegboard): “This simple test of manual dexterity records the time re-
quired for the participant to accurately place and remove 9 plastic pegs into a plastic pegboard.
The protocol includes 1 practice and 1 timed trial with each hand. Raw scores are recorded as
time in seconds that it takes the participant to complete the task with each hand (a separate
score for each). The test takes approximately 4 minutes to administer and is recommended for
ages 3-85.” (Elam [2014]).
(35) Dexterity Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(36) Dexterity AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
4. Strength (Grip Strength Dynamometry): “This protocol is adapted from the grip
strength testing protocol of the American Society of Hand Therapy. Participants are seated in
a chair with their feet touching the ground. With the elbow bent to 90 degrees and the arm
against the trunk, wrist at neutral, participants squeeze the Jamar Plus Digital dynamometer
as hard as they can for a count of three. The dynamometer provides a digital reading of force
in pounds. A practice trial at less than full force and 1 test trial are completed with each
hand. The test takes approximately 3 minutes to administer and is recommended for ages
3-85.” (Elam [2014]).
(37) Strength Unadj, unadjusted scale score.
(38) Strength AgeAdj, age-adjusted scale score.
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4. Personality
Five factor model (NEO-FFI):
(39) NEOFAC A, agreeableness.
(40) NEOFAC O, openness to experience.
(41) NEOFAC C, conscientiousness.
(42) NEOFAC N, neuroticism.
(43) NEOFAC E, extraversion.
5. Delay discounting
(44) DDisc SV 1mo 200, subjective value for $200 at 1 month.
(45) DDisc SV 6mo 200, subjective value for $200 at 6 months.
(46) DDisc SV 1yr 200, subjective value for $200 at 1 year.
(47) DDisc SV 3yr 200, subjective value for $200 at 3 years.
(48) DDisc SV 5yr 200, subjective value for $200 at 5 years.
(49) DDisc SV 10yr 200, subjective value for $200 at 10 years.
(50) DDisc SV 1mo 40K, subjective value for $40K at 1 month.
(51) DDisc SV 6mo 40K, subjective value for $40K at 6 months.
(52) DDisc SV 1yr 40K, subjective value for $40K at 1 year.
(53) DDisc SV 3yr 40K, subjective value for $40K at 3 years.
(54) DDisc SV 5yr 40K, subjective value for $40K at 5 years.
(55) DDisc SV 10yr 40K, subjective value for $40K at 10 years.
(56) DDisc AUC 200, area under the curve for discounting of $200.
(57) DDisc AUC 40K, area under the curve for discounting of $40,000.
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6. Working memory accuracy
(58) WM 0bk Body Acc, accuracy for 0-back body.
(59) WM 0bk Body Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back body targets.
(60) WM 0bk Body Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back body nontargets.
(61) WM 0bk Face Acc, accuracy for 0-back face.
(62) WM 0bk Face Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back face targets.
(63) WM 0bk Face Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back face nontargets.
(64) WM 0bk Place Acc, accuracy for 0-back Place.
(65) WM 0bk Place Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back place targets.
(66) WM 0bk Place Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back place nontargets.
(67) WM 0bk Tool Acc, accuracy for 0-back tool.
(68) WM 0bk Tool Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back tool targets.
(69) WM 0bk Tool Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back tool nontargets.
(70) WM 2bk Body Acc, accuracy for 0-back body.
(71) WM 2bk Body Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back body targets.
(72) WM 2bk Body Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back body nontargets.
(73) WM 2bk Face Acc, accuracy for 0-back face.
(74) WM 2bk Face Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back face targets.
(75) WM 2bk Face Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back face nontargets.
(76) WM 2bk Place Acc, accuracy for 0-back place.
(77) WM 2bk Place Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back place targets.
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(78) WM 2bk Place Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back place nontargets.
(79) WM 2bk Tool Acc, accuracy for 0-back tool.
(80) WM 2bk Tool Acc Target, accuracy for 0-back tool targets.
(81) WM 2bk Tool Acc NonTarget, accuracy for 0-back tool nontargets.
7. Working memory reaction time
(82) WM 0bk Body Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back body.
(83) WM 0bk Body Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back body targets.
(84) WM 0bk Body Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back body nontargets.
(85) WM 0bk Face Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back face.
(86) WM 0bk Face Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back face targets.
(87) WM 0bk Face Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back face nontargets.
(88) WM 0bk Place Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back place.
(89) WM 0bk Place Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back place targets.
(90) WM 0bk Place Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back place nontar-
gets.Place
(91) WM 0bk Tool Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back tool.
(92) WM 0bk Tool Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back tool targets.
(93) WM 0bk Tool Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back tool nontargets.
(94) WM 2bk Body Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back body.
(95) WM 2bk Body Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back body targets.
(96) WM 2bk Body Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back body nontargets.
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(97) WM 2bk Face Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back face.
(98) WM 2bk Face Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back face targets.
(99) WM 2bk Face Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back face nontargets.
(100) WM 2bk Place Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back place.
(101) WM 2bk Place Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back place targets.
(102) WM 2bk Place Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back place nontargets.
(103) WM 2bk Tool Median RT, median reaction time for 0-back tool.
(104) WM 2bk Tool Median RT Target, median reaction time for 0-back tool targets.
(105) WM 2bk Tool Median RT NonTarget, median reaction time for 0-back tool nontargets.
8. Others
(106) Noise Comp, words in noise.
(107) Odor Unadj, odor identification test, unadjusted scale score.
(108) Odor AgeAdj, odor identification test, age-adjusted scale score.
(109) PainInterf Tscore NIH Toolbox pain interference survey age 18+: T-score
(110) Taste Unadj, taste intensity test, unadjusted scale score.
(111) Taste AgeAdj, taste intensity test, Age-Adjusted Scale.
(112) Mars Errs, contrast sensitivity, errors on Mars.
(113) Mars Final, Mars final contrast sensitivity score.
(114) Mars Log Score, Mars contrast sensitivity score.
(115) MMSE Score, Mini mental status exam total score
(116) PSQI Score, sleep (Pittsburgh Sleep Questionnaire) total score.
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(117) PMAT24 A CR, Penn Progressive Matrices: number of correct responses.
(118) PMAT24 A SI, Penn Progressive Matrices: total skipped items.
(119) PMAT24 A RTCR, Penn Progressive Matrices: median reaction time for correct.
(120) VSPLOT TC, Variable Short Penn Line Orientation: total number correct
(121) VSPLOT CRTE, Variable Short Penn Line Orientation: median reaction time divided
by expected number of clicks for correct
(122) VSPLOT OFF, Variable Short Penn Line Orientation: total positions off for all trials
(123) SCPT TP, Sustained attention (Short Penn Continuous Performance Test): true positives
= sum of CPN TP and CPL TP
(124) SCPT TN, Sustained attention (Short Penn Continuous Performance Test): true nega-
tives = sum of CPN TN and CPL TPN
(125) SCPT FP, Sustained attention (Short Penn Continuous Performance Test): open posi-
tives = sum of CPN FP and CPL FP
(126) SCPT FN, Short Penn Continuous Performance Test: open negatives = sum of CPN FN
and CPL FN
(127) SCPT TPRT, Short Penn Continuous Performance Test: median response time for true
positive responses
(128) SCPT SEN, Short Penn Continuous Performance Test: sensitivity = SCPT TP/(SCPT TP
+ SCPT FN
(129) SCPT SPEC, Short Penn Continuous Performance Test: specificity = SCPT TN/(SCPT TN
+ SCPT FP)
(130) SCPT LRNR, Short Penn Continuous Performance Test: longest run of non-responses
(131) IWRD TOT, Penn Word Memory Test: total number of correct responses
(132) IWRD RTC, Penn Word Memory Test: median reaction time for correct responses
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(133) ER40 CR, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: number of correct responses
(134) ER40 CRT, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: correct responses median response time
(ms)
(135) ER40ANG, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: number of correct anger identifications
(136) ER40FEAR, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: number of correct fear identifications
(137) ER40HAP, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: number of correct happy identifications
(138) ER40NOE, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: number of correct neutral identifications
(139) ER40SAD, Penn Emotion Recognition Test: number of correct sad identifications
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